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1. Introduction 
 
After a few months of living in the Netherlands, I was suffering from a peculiar type of 
‘homesickness’. I did not wish to return to my hometown of Beccles, Suffolk, but back to the 
place where I completed my undergraduate degree. I had lived, studied, and worked in 
Belfast, Northern Ireland for four years prior to the decision to undertake an MA at Leiden 
University. I was sad to leave my ‘second home’ as I had spent a considerable amount of my 
young adulthood in Ireland and it was the first place I had lived after leaving home in rural 
England for the first time aged eighteen. Being in Belfast at this age certainly shaped my view 
of the world and a significant aspect of this was rendered from socialising and interacting 
with people in Irish society. From an outsider’s perspective, they are noticeably friendly, jolly 
and light-hearted and I found it particularly easy to settle and make friends. This contrasts 
with my initial experiences in Leiden where I encountered the famous Dutch directness in 
discourse. Initially the forthright manner in which I was spoken to appeared to me as 
particularly rude, especially in comparison to the Northern Irish dialect. It soon became 
apparent how differently people from these two areas speak English. Concerning Irish English 
(henceforth IrE) Hickey (2009, p.371) states “The tone in Irish English discourse is achieved 
by a series of adjectives, generic references, discourse markers and fillers of various kinds.” 
This proposition initiated the idea to study one of the elements which gives IrE its distinctive 
tone – discourse markers (henceforth DM(s)) – and look at whether their use in spoken IrE 
was shaped by their own unique pragmatic identity. In addition, a further motivation to 
examine this specific aspect was introduced by Amador-Moreno (2005), who argued that the 
usage of DMs in IrE has been overlooked in prior research.  
 
1.1 The Investigation 
Consequently, ‘Sure you’ll be grand now’ will be a comparative investigation into the use of 
sure and now operating as DMs (henceforth sure*/now*) in IrE. In order to initially classify 
the term DM, a particularly helpful insight is given by the OED Online’s (2014) definition of 
a discourse marker as: “a word or phrase whose function is to organize discourse into 
segments and situate a clause, sentence, etc., within a larger context.”  Thus, it can be 
observed that DMs perform a function in spoken interaction to mould discourse into context. 
The decision to use sure* as one of the DMs to examine was relatively straightforward as it is 
considered to be a widely-established facet of IrE discourse. This DM is mentioned in 
Dolan’s (1998, p.263) A Dictionary of Hiberno English, where he defines “sure /ʃʌr/ a 
‘Sure you’ll be grand now!’ 
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common emphatic opening to sentences. ‘Sure that’s what you asked me to do’; ‘Sure I’m just 
after telling you he’s gone to the states this last three months’.” By featuring in a dictionary of 
Hiberno-English (a term interchangeable with IrE), this explanation reiterates that sure* is a 
prominent feature of IrE, one which may also help give IrE its distinctive tone.  The detail 
that sure* is ‘emphatic’ displays that it performs a role in discourse, thus it can be judged that 
this DM is worth inspecting in IrE. The idea to combine this inquiry with the DM now* was 
influenced by Clancy and Vaughan’s (2012) investigation, where they both acknowledged 
that in the initial stages of their study speakers of IrE suggested to them that now* was a 
salient aspect of their own discourse. They supported this claim by commenting that 
“Comparative corpus frequency data confirm the saliency of now in Irish English, 
highlighting the need for a more nuanced investigation” (Clancy & Vaughan, 2012, p.225). 
While the use of now* in IrE was not portrayed in Dolan’s (1998) Dictionary like sure*, the 
decision to study now* was greatly influenced by the proposal of Clancy and Vaughan (2012, 
p.235) that “It might be hypothesised that now is more frequent in the informal, spoken Irish 
English in LCIE due to this additional pragmatic function.” As now* contains additional 
functions in discourse that is specific to IrE it is a primary motivation to examine this DM and 
test this impression. 
In order to conduct this analysis, I will use the SPICE-Ireland (2011) (henceforth 
SPICE) corpus to challenge Clancy and Vaughan’s (2012) estimation of now* in IrE 
comparing it to sure* which has been assessed as a staple part of IrE discourse. There is 
evidence to suggest that both the aforementioned DMs warrant a corpus-based exploration. 
One advocate of this research method is Amador-Moreno (2005, p.93) who debates that: 
Whereas the DMs sure and arrah are still commonly heard in conversation in the west 
of Ireland, further work would need to be done on a corpus of spoken conversation in 
order to gain a comprehensive view of their use, distribution and frequency in current 
spoken IrE.  
Using SPICE, which is the spoken component of ICE-Ireland corpus, I will be able to 
test the use of sure* as suggested by Amador-Moreno (2005). The corresponding opinion for 
now* is delivered by Clancy and Vaughan (2012, p.242), who, regarding the results of their 
own review, declare that  “One immediately obvious direction for future work to test these 
findings and accompanying hypotheses on now will be to investigate it in ICE-Ireland.” Thus, 
there appears to be a need for this type of analysis concerning both these DMs in IrE and 
therefore this study will be corpus-based, using data from a corpus to examine propositions in 
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prior research in order to qualify, redefine or refute ideas that have been presented (McEnery 
& Hardie, 2013). 
1.2 Aims of Investigation 
Considering the aforementioned description of a corpus-based study, the primary research aim 
of this investigation is to determine how sure* and now* function in IrE in comparison with 
how they have been distinguished in earlier studies. Traditionally, sure* is deemed to act as 
an emphasizer in discourse. However, this view was challenged in Østebøvik (2010) 
(explained in greater detail in 2.2.1), who studied sure* from a historical perspective, wherein 
it was established that this DM primarily functioned to signal agreement between speakers. 
Overall, it appears that sure* acts to influence relations between speakers. Conversely, the 
functioning of now* has been registered differently. It has often been believed to operate to 
organise and control discourse, such as gaining speakers’ attention and introducing new 
themes to develop the interaction. However, Clancy and Vaughan (2012) suggest that in IrE 
now* is multifunctional and can be used to affect interpersonal relations, a function typically 
associated with sure*.  
Interestingly, Clancy and Vaughan (2012) concluded that the function of now* is 
facilitated by its position in the clause structure. They propose that now* in the initial position 
organises discourse, while in the final position it is used to attend to the relations between 
speakers. Thus, after determining the functions of sure* and now* in SPICE, this inspection 
will probe estimated factors that are influential in facilitating the appearance and function of 
sure* and now*. Thus, I will scrutinize and look into which conversational environments 
produce the highest frequency and function of these DMs as well in which speech acts they 
feature in. In addition to this, the inquiry will also be inspecting who uses these DMs in IrE 
discourse, with a focus upon a speakers’ gender and also where they are from in Ireland, 
considering the established nature of sure* in western Ireland (Amador-Moreno, 2005).  
Additionally, I then intend to analyse the results of this analysis in comparison with 
the pragmatic profile of IrE, viewing whether there is a link between how these DMs are used 
in SPICE with how IrE as a variety of English has been characterised. It is important to link 
these results sure* and now* into a wider context of pragmatics as it is noted that the study of 
IrE in this domain has been insufficient in critical research. This notion was provided by 
Barron and Schneider (2005, p.3), who state the following: 
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Irish English has been the focus of investigations on a variety of linguistic levels. 
Research from a pragmatic perspective, on the other hand, currently represents a 
desideratum in the study of Irish English despite recent awakenings in the area in the 
late 1990s and early twenty-first century.  
1.3 Purpose of Study 
Thus, considering the sentiment given by Barron and Schneider (2005), the purpose of this 
investigation is to attempt to bridge certain gaps of research into IrE, especially particularly 
the use of DMs (Amador-Moreno, 2005), but also to connect the results to the pragmatic 
profile of IrE. Furthermore, I will be examining whether sure* is in fact a salient aspect of IrE 
by initially testing its frequency, but also exploring how this DM functions in discourse, 
hopefully establishing why sure* is believed to be such a  prominent DM in IrE. In addition, 
another purpose of this inquiry is to view whether now* is unique in how it functions in IrE 
discourse, exploring the sentiment by Clancy and Vaughan (2012) regarding its 
multifunctionality.  
1.4 Overview of the Study 
With this section providing a microcosm of this inquiry, I will now briefly outline the layout 
of this investigation. The proceeding chapter (chapter 2) will develop the theoretical 
background of this exploration briefly mentioned in this chapter. I will elaborate on the form 
and function of DMs, establishing the framework that I will be using to classify sure* and 
now* in SPICE. Furthermore, I will expand on prior studies into these DMs. Chapter 2 will 
also feature Brown and Levinson’s (1987) conception of politeness and face linking it to how 
it corresponds to the pragmatic profile of IrE. Finally, the variables of this investigation will 
be explained and the justifications for choosing them will be presented.  Finally, chapter 2 
will culminate in the outlining of my research questions. Chapter 3 will specify  the corpus 
(SPICE) which I’m using for this analysis (SPICE) and will also shed light on the research 
process itself, describing the benefits of the implemented approach as well as addressing 
limitations. The results of this exploration will thus be presented in chapter 4, while chapter 5 
will detail the conclusions of this study and give the final answer to the question whether the 
use of these DMs is prevalent due to the pragmatic nature of IrE. 
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2. Theoretical Background 
This chapter will elaborate on the key theoretical themes of my inquiry and apply them to my 
investigation. As a result, research questions and hypotheses will be formulated at the 
chapter’s conclusion.  
2.1.1 Discourse Markers  
Before discussing any background research on the DMs sure* and now*, one should properly 
define the concept of a discourse marker. Carter and McCarthy (2006, p.208) define DMs as 
“words and phrases which function to link segments of discourse to one another in ways 
which reflect choices of monitoring, organisation and management exercised by the speaker.” 
Subsequently, DMs can be viewed to often be short, possibly monosyllabic words that are 
used by speakers to effect interaction. Separating the term DM into discourse and marker, can 
aid the understanding of them; firstly, the discourse section refers to how DMs are found in 
predominantly spoken utterances and interaction. Meanwhile, the idea of DMs being markers 
relates to how they mark the discourse, influencing the discourse’s direction or its 
interpretation  
However, it is essential to be aware that definitions of DMs are variable; they are 
prone to rebuttal and rarely final. As considerable amounts of investigation into DMs have 
often been probed from different angles it has contributed to the definition of DMs being 
problematic. Often there is disagreement amongst different authors concerning DMs’ 
terminology, classification and views on how they operate in discourse (Amador-Moreno, 
2005).  In her own inspection into DM’s Amador-Moreno (2005) recorded over twenty 
different terms for DMs in prior research, such as discourse particles, sentence connectives 
and pragmatic markers. Therefore, in this investigation, the term DM will be used as an 
encompassing expression. 
Given the varying definitions of DMs in previous research, I will be employing Biber 
et al.’s (1999, p.1086) definition of DMS for the purpose of this study: 
Discourse markers are inserts which tend to occur at the beginning of a turn or 
utterance and to combine two roles: (a) to signal a transition in the evolving progress 
of the conversation, and (b) to signal an interactive relationship between speaker, 
hearer and message.  
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Biber et al.’s portrayal that DMs are ‘inserts’ illustrates how they are implemented into 
discourse by speakers for interaction to be influenced. This definition was also chosen for this 
study as it demonstrates that DMs are multifunctional. The two roles (a + b) given by Biber et 
al. (1999) exhibit how DMs can influence the ‘progress’ of discourse but also concern speaker 
relations. Having discussed the definition of DMs, I will now establish how they function in 
discourse. 
2.1.2 Discourse Markers – function 
As previously discussed, definitions of DMs have been hindered with contrasting outlooks 
and the same applies when determining how they function.  Perhaps the most comprehensive 
framework regarding the role of DMs is presented by Brinton (1996), who allocates the 
occupations of DMs to be either in the textual or interpersonal mode, while also categorizing 
them into different sub-categories respectively. Concerning the textual function of DMs, 
Brinton (1996, p.38) explains that “In the ‘textual’ mode, the speaker structures meaning as 
text, creating cohesive passages of discourse; it is ‘language as relevance’, using language in a 
way that is relevant to context.” I have provided an example of this type of DM in the form of 
right below: 
[classroom environment] 
Teacher: “Right, having assessed how Native Americans used the Buffalo as a primary food 
source, in what other ways did they use this animal in thir day-to-day life?” 
In the above example, the teacher opens with ‘Right’ to signal to students that the 
Native Americans’ use of the buffalo is about to be discussed. Therefore, one primary 
function of DM is to organise the discourse where the speaker uses a DM as a management 
tool to steer interaction. 
The second mode, which Brinton defines as interpersonal, relates to how DMs are 
used to influence the relationship between interactants. Brinton (1996, p.38) states that “The 
‘interpersonal’ mode is the expression of the speaker’s attitudes, evaluations, judgments, 
expectations, and demands, as well as of the nature of the social exchange, the role of the 
speaker and the role assigned to the hearer.” I have provided example of an interpersonal DM 
in the form of Damn to express a reaction below: 
John: The flight to London Stansted has been delayed another hour! 
Sarah : Damn. I’m gonna miss this gig!  
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The insert of ‘Damn’ expresses a negative evaluation to the preceding discourse where 
John tells Sarah that their flight has been further delayed. This DM is not an obligatory part of 
Sarah’s response, but the use of ‘Damn’ flavours the upcoming reaction signalling annoyance. 
Therefore, it can be established that DMs have two primary functions which influence 
discourse in contrastive fashion. This distinction is summarised by Carter and McCarthy 
(2006, p.212), who argue that “Discourse markers not only organise the discourse but can 
indicate degrees of formality and people’s feeling towards the interaction”. While this is a 
satisfactory overview of the functions of DMs, it is important to note that these two modes 
contain differentiating sub-categories. Brinton (1996, pp.37-38) provides nine different 
occupations of DMs, with seven featuring in the textual mode (a-g) and two in the 
interpersonal mode (h-i) as listed below: 
- (a) to initiate discourse, including claiming the attention of the hearer, and to close the 
discourse 
- (b) to aid the speaker in acquiring or relinquishing the floor 
- (c) to serve as a filler or delaying tactic used to sustain discourse or hold the floor 
- (d) to mark a boundary in discourse, that is, to indicate a new topic, a partial shift in 
topic (correction, elaboration, specification, expansion), or the resumption of an earlier 
topic (after an interruption) 
- (e) to denote either new information or old information 
- (f) to mark “sequential dependence”, to constrain the relevance of one clause to the 
preceding clause by making explicit the conversational implicatures relating the two 
clauses, or to indicate by means of conventional implicatures how an utterance 
matches cooperative principles of conversation 
- (g) to repair one’s own or others’ discourse 
- (h) subjectively, to express a response or a reaction to the preceding discourse or 
attitude towards the following discourse, including also “back-channel” signals of 
understanding and continued attention spoken while another speaker is having his or 
her turn perhaps “hedges” expressing speaker tentativeness 
- (i) interpersonally, to effect cooperation, sharing, or intimacy between speaker and 
hearer, including confirming shared assumptions, checking or expressing 
understanding, requesting confirmation, expressing deference, or saving face. 
Due to the comprehensive nature of Brinton’s categorization of DMs, I have chosen to 
use this framework in this investigation to determine the functions of sure* and now*.  
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Subsequently, having defined what is meant by a DM and viewed how they function, I 
will now document how the behaviour of sure* and now* in discourse has been detailed in 
previous research.  
 
2.2 Sure* in previous research 
Research into sure* has not been as substantial as research into now* for example, and the 
focus has tended to concern the use of sure* in relation to IrE, which sustains the belief that it 
is a salient facet of IrE discourse. This view is reciprocated with a comment made by Joyce in  
English as we speak it in Ireland (first published 1910), who states that “Sure; one of our 
most comment opening words for a sentence…‘Sure you won’t forget to call here on your 
way back?” (Joyce, 1991, pp.338-339). The example given ‘Sure you won’t forget to call here 
on your way back’ illustrates how sure* in IrE functions as an emphasizer. The speaker uses 
sure* to stress to the addressee that they must visit them on their return journey.  
Additionally, a reason for sure*’s saliency in IrE, specifically regarding its function as 
an emphasizer, is presented in Tina Hickey’s (2009) Code-switching and borrowing in Irish. 
She suggests that the prominence of sure* in IrE stems from the substratal transfer of Irish 
Gaelic’s cinnte, which also performs an emphatic function. Collins Irish Dictionary’s 
definition of cinnte underlines this notion, stating “cinnte. adj certain, sure; positive; definite, 
decided” (MacMathúna & Ó Corráin, 2004, p.415). Furthermore, Hickey (2009, p.681) 
presents that sure* in an initial position reflects the Irish structure of go deimhin + 
periphrastic, providing the following example: 
 
- SURE    n´i      bh´ıonn          aon  scoil D´e Domhnaigh!   
- SURE NEG be-PRES-HAB  any school on Sunday! 
- Sure there is no school on Sunday. 
Hickey’s (2009) example displays how sure* is used to imply a contrast in opinion as 
the speaker does not agree that there was school on Sunday, which is emphasised by sure*. It 
can be argued that the prominence of sure* functioning as an emphasizer stems from the fact 
that in Irish Gaelic there are no direct equivalent forms to Standard English’s yes and no. 
Instead, when forming a response to yes/no questions in Irish, there is a repetition of the verb 
in question, stating confirmation or denial. MacEoin (1993, p.141) gives the following 
example: 
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- Question: An dtiocafaidhtú? “Will you come?” 
- Answer: Tiocfad (1 sg.) or Tiocfaidh (3 sg. or personless form)  “I will”  
Therefore, an emphasiser to strengthen an assertion by a speaker would be commonly 
advocated in Irish. Resultantly, this element appears to have transferred into IrE, with Hickey 
(2009, p.688) postulating that “The need for a reinforcing element to support affirmative or 
negative answers to yes/no questions in the Irish language system seems to have been 
transferred into IrE” . It seems that speakers of IrE are still inclined to use emphatic markers 
in discourse when making assertions despite there being direct responses such as yes and no 
available in IrE. 
Due to this prominence, there has been a focus on sure* as an emphasizer in previous 
research. A significant exploration into the use of sure* in IrE is offered by Østebøvik (2010), 
who researched the use of sure* in literature from the eighteenth to the twentieth century 
using A corpus of Irish English. The size of this corpus is 621,998, which is similar to the 
corpus size I will be using in this investigation (explained in more detail in 3.1).  While 
Østebøvik (2010) researched sure* and several other items in its word family such as surely, 
to be sure and sure enough, I will only be listing the conclusions of the primary focus - sure*.  
2.2.1 ‘Sure it wouldn’t be right’ -  Østebøvik (2010) 
Østebøvik (2010) designated that sure* performs in four different roles in discourse: 
- Emphasising marker of agreement 
- Emphasising marker of negation 
- Reinforcing element of agreement 
- Suggesting contrast 
 
Concerning the first function, Østebøvik (2010, p.3) explained that ‘emphasising 
marker of agreement’ concerns sure* featuring in the initial position in an affirmative 
statement, providing the following example for this type of emphasizer: “sure well we know 
they're to be seen in plenty the very road he tuck her,” answered Mickle.” Meanwhile, the 
second function is similar to the aforementioned example given by Hickey (2009) where 
sure* is used to signal contrastive views. Østebøvik (2010, p.3) provides the following 
example: 
- SIR WILFULL. No Offence, I hope. [Salutes Mrs. Marwood.]  
- MRS.MARWOOD. No sure, Sir. 
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Østebøvik (2010) defines the previous example as a ‘negative emphatic’ wherein the 
emphasis is placed on the answer/opinion ‘no’. Thirdly, the idea of sure* functioning as a 
‘reinforcing element of agreement’ in Østebøvik’s investigation is signalled by the 
construction of aye (a common form of yes in IrE) + sure*. These functions listed reinforce 
the idea that sure* features in the initial position in IrE and behaves to intensify the sentiment 
of an utterance. The prevalence of intensifying statements by speakers of IrE relates back to 
the original need for this function in Irish Gaelic. In addition, the final function probed in 
Østebøvik (2010) concerns when a speaker uses sure* before making a suggestion which 
contrasts with the fellow speaker’s point of view. For this purpose, Østebøvik (2010, p.16) 
provides the example:  “Sure you don’t hate your own people?” The conduct of sure* in this 
context may not necessarily perform an emphasizing role; instead it may operate to soften a 
suggestion which disagrees with a fellow interlocutor. The prominence of the softener 
function in IrE discourse will become apparent later in this inquiry. Overall, the results of this 
study displayed that out of 256 examples of sure*, 50% were used by speakers to emphasise 
agreement. I have recreated Table 5.8 (p.41) of Østebøvik’s examination below, displaying 
the results of sure*: 
Table 5.8 Distribution of discourse markers by usage 
Distribution of discourse markers by usage 
 sure 
N % 
Emphasise agreement 128 50 
Reinforce agreement 63 25 
Emphasise negation. 57 23 
Contrast opinion 8 3 
Total  256  
 
Interestingly, the frequency of sure* to signal a contrast in opinions is particularly low 
in this exploration. This result may suggest that the role of this DM is not to hedge or mitigate 
potentially offensive discourse, but rather to increase the notion of solidarity between 
participants in interaction. This opinion is based upon sure* being primarily used as an 
emphasizer in discourse. Thus, the claim that the saliency of sure* has formed in IrE as a 
result of language contact between English and the native Irish Gaelic is reinforced as the 
prominent function of sure* in IrE reflects its corresponding use in Irish Gaelic. Furthermore, 
the idea that in Østebøvik (2010), the majority of instances of sure* concentrated on it 
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functioning as a marker of agreement may be explained due to the pragmatic profile of IrE. 
This concept is developed further in 2.5. 
2.3 Now* in previous research 
Traditionally, there is an impression that now* functions as a textual DM in discourse, one 
which I plan to challenge in this analysis. This characterisation of now* is regularly presented 
in research which focusses on now* in Standard English.  This deduction is presented by 
Carter and McCarthy (2006, p.112) whose definition of now* is provided below:  
Now is used as a discourse marker to indicate that a new idea is being introduced, to 
mark a topic shift or to mark a boundary between stages of a conversation. Now, what 
we want to do today… Right, now, let me see.  
This definition specifies that a prevailing assessment of now* is that it functions to 
organise the structure of discourse. The above definition by Carter and McCarthy (2006) 
corresponds to function (d) in Brinton’s (1996) framework which is in the textual mode. The 
primary function of this subdivision is to ‘indicate a new topic’ in discourse. Already a 
contrast in the views of sure* and now* as DMs is becoming evident.  Furthermore, in 
Defour’s (2008) study, she combined an investigation of now* with well*, indicating how 
they are both commonly perceived as textual DMs. Concerning the functions of these 
‘markers’, Defour (2008, p.64) comments that: 
As a text-structuring device, pragmatic markers such as well and now can be used by a 
speaker to organise textual progression, to introduce or close off topics or to highlight 
different steps in a part of discourse.  
Therefore, the initial definition of now* by Defour (2008) corresponds with the 
classification given earlier by Carter and McCarthy (2006). Thus far, there has been an 
emphasis on now*’s structural role in discourse in terms of how it shapes interactional flow 
rather than how it is used to influence relationships on an inter-speaker level. It does not 
appear that now* functions on an interpersonal level, with Defour (2008, p.63) stating that 
“Both markers can be used at the beginning of a sentence, but now is more likely to occur in 
formal contexts. Now mainly serves to emphasise and to look forward to upcoming topics.” 
The characterisation that now* tends to formulate in formal environments reaffirms the notion 
that this DM functions to organise and structure discourse rather than performs an 
interpersonal function. DMs which function in the latter mode are more likely to be used in 
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informal discourse, a domain commonly attributed to sure*. However, Defour’s (2008) 
comment that now* ‘serves to emphasise’ initiates the sentiment that it is possible for now* to 
function outside of the textual mode. As mentioned in Østebøvik’s (2010), a primary function 
of sure* was to emphasise agreement with the speaker. Interestingly, Defour (2008) perceives 
that now* functions to emphasise a disagreement/contrast with a speaker. She claims that “On 
an interpersonal level, now can serve as a means to announce an upcoming contrast between 
the speaker’s point of view and that of the addressee” (Defour, 2008, p.76). 
Subsequently, the idea that now* can function on the interpersonal mode to mark a 
difference in attitude/opinion between speakers is initiated. As now* has traditionally been 
observed to control/organise discourse, this function may have influenced how now* can also 
operate to signal disagreement more so than sure*, whose origins are believe to be from 
cinnte, meaning ‘certain’. Interestingly, Defour’s (2008) investigation concluded that now* is 
beginning to shift from its traditional distinction as a textual DM, as she opined that there is 
arguably a distance forming between the use of now* and well* in discourse. Defour (2008, 
p.79) evaluates that “In the historical corpus data, now increasingly materialises as a means to 
announce personal opinions and evaluations in a more direct way than pragmatic well.” 
Consequently, it is important to look at how now* is measured in IrE considering the fact that 
it seems to be gaining additional functions in discourse in Standard English. 
 
2.3.1 Now* in IrE 
 
Perhaps the greatest indication of now*’s multifunctionality in discourse is found in Clancy 
and Vaughan (2012), who used the Limerick Corpus of Irish English for their examination, 
which a 1,000,000 word spoken corpus of IrE. They provide four main functions of now in 
discourse, the first of which is classified as temporal now and deals with now operating as a 
time deictic/adverbial. As this function does not concern now as a DM, it was not a primary 
concern of their inspection nor will this ‘type’ of now be part of this study. The second 
function of now* regards its use in discourse to modify topics in interaction where now* can 
be viewed to be functioning textually. These two more ‘traditional’ outlooks of now are 
developed with the third observation of now* which is described as “where now has a 
pragmatic function, for example, softening speech acts such as directives, suggestions or 
criticisms and heading other possible face-threatening acts” (Clancy & Vaughan 2012, p.234). 
This admission illustrates how now* appears to operate differently in IrE in comparison to 
other varieties of English by functioning in the interpersonal mode. Now* conforms to 
function (i) in Brinton’s framework which has a focus on politeness and saving face. Finally, 
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the fourth component of now* by Clancy and Vaughan (2012) is outlined to operate as an 
emphasizing ‘topic marker’ which is similar to the way now* is opined by Defour (2008). 
This corresponds to function (h) of Brinton’s framework which serves to ‘express a response 
or a reaction to the preceding discourse’. In addition, Clancy and Vaughan (2012) develop the 
saliency of the third classification of now* in their investigation, arguing that it functions as a 
hedging device in IrE. This form acts to “tone the illocutionary force of an utterance allowing 
the speaker to weaken his/her commitment to its propositional content” (Clancy & Vaughan, 
2012, p.237). This function is entirely contrastive to traditional understandings on now*, 
where it functions to control and steer the direction of the discourse. It is stressed that using 
now* to soften assertions is an important aspect of IrE.  The title of this inquiry “It’s lunacy 
now” illustrates how the insertion of now* softens the statement and the idea of something 
being lunacy.  A reoccurring example given by the pair is the use of now* in the question: 
“How many Euros would that be now?” (Clancy & Vaughan, 2012, p.238). 
They explain that the use of now* in this environment makes a question (asking how 
much something costs) seem less face threatening, and the combination of another hedge in 
would makes the question appear less direct. It is estimated that the multifunctional nature of 
now* is based upon the importance of politeness and indirectness in IrE. Clancy and Vaughan 
(2012, p.237) explain that: 
Disagreeing with someone, challenging their opinion and expressing a subjective 
evaluation can all be constructed as inherently face-threatening activities. 
Correspondingly, now appears to be facilitating a more pragmatic hedging or 
‘softening’ function. Brown & Levinson (1987) maintain that hedges allow the 
speaker to avoid full responsibility for the truth of his/her utterance, distancing both 
herself/himself and the hearer from the act, thereby satisfying or redressing the 
hearer’s negative face.  
Consequently, having established the belief that now* contains an additional function 
in IrE concerning the role of face, it is important to establish what is meant by politeness and 
face. Subsequently, these concepts can be combined in relation to the pragmatic profile of IrE, 
which may explain the saliency of sure* and now* in IrE.  
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2.4 Politeness and Face 
In order to appreciate the manner in which DMs in IrE can appear to function as a measure of 
politeness, it is vital to comprehend the principles of politeness itself. The pioneering 
framework in this respect was orchestrated by Brown and Levinson (1987). In their 
publication, aptly named Politeness – Some universals in language use, they develop the idea 
of face as the self-image that speakers in public wish to present and maintain. Later, Brown 
and Levinson (1987, p.61) subdivide face into two parts - negative face and positive face - 
which they explain below: 
- (a) negative face: the basic claim to territories, personal preserves, rights to non-
distraction – i.e. to freedom of action and freedom from imposition. 
- (b) positive face: the positive consistent self-image or ‘personality’ (crucially 
including the desire that this self-image be appreciated and approved of) claimed by 
interactants.  
The pair stress the importance of face in discourse, arguing that it requires 
continuous preservation due to the risk of face being lost. Thus, face is something that has 
to be emotionally invested in by participants. Consequently, in order to maintain face, 
speakers have face wants - the requirements of the speakers to preserve positive and 
negative face in discourse. The face wants for each are listed by Brown and Levinson 
(1987, p.62) below: 
-  negative face: the want of every ‘competent adult member’ that his actions be 
unimpeded by others. 
-  positive face: the want of every member that his wants be desirable to at least some 
others. 
However, in discourse it is not always possible for the face wants to be upheld as 
some verbal actions by speakers are defined as face-threatening acts.  Regarding threats to 
positive face, Brown and Levinson (1987) determined that aspects of interactions such as 
criticism, insults and accusations threaten a speaker’s positive face. As this type of face wants 
to be ‘desirable’, personal criticisms, or attacks render positive face to be lost. In addition, 
they conclude that features such as orders, requests, and dares are attacks on a speaker’s 
negative face in the sense that the face want of the negative face is to have their ‘actions 
unimpeded on by others’. 
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Subsequently, in order to be polite in conversation, a speaker must address an 
interlocutor from the perspective of both their positive and negative face. Therefore, positive 
politeness and negative politeness are established in discourse, for one to preserve face.  
Brown and Levinson (1987, p.70) describe aspects of positive politeness as a speaker’s 
optimism, attention to interests, and the avoidance of disagreement with an addressee. The use 
of sure* in IrE can be viewed as a form of positive politeness. As it often behaves to signal 
agreement rather than disagreement, it promotes the sentiment of optimism in interaction. 
Alternatively, negative politeness is characterised by indirectness, hedging, and an overall 
apologetic nature. Returning to the aforementioned notion by Clancy and Vaughan (2012) 
that now* functions as a hedge to soften an assertion, ‘thereby satisfying or redressing the 
hearer’s negative face’, this explains why a speaker would use now* because of their 
awareness not to threaten an interlocutors’ negative face. However, while it has been 
established that speakers in discourse will pay ‘attention to face’, certain aspects of language 
are inherently designed to pose a threat to it. 
  
2.4.1 Speech Acts and Face 
In Searle’s (1979) Expression and meaning: studies in the theory of speech acts, he ponders 
that “One of the most obvious questions in any philosophy of language is: how many ways of 
using language is there?” (Searle, 1979, p.vii).  Consequently, he categorizes language into 
five different types of speech acts: assertives (representatives), directives, commisives, 
expressives and declaratives. Each speech act is an illocutionary act and is deemed to perform 
a particular intended function or action by the speaker. Concerning how they function in 
discourse, Searle (1979) defines a representative as a speech act where a speaker presents an 
argument or an opinion, asserting an idea in conversation. Directives are measured to be 
speech acts which aim to get an addressee to ‘do something’, such as an order or request. The 
third speech acts, commisives, are proposals made by a speaker to perform a following act 
such as a promise. In addition, expressions of attitudes and feeling as aptly titled expressives 
speech acts. Finally, declaratives are speech acts which accordingly bring change to the 
current environment. Examples include a judge pronouncing a defendant guilty/not guilty or a 
vicar declaring a couple husband and wife. 
Subsequently, the nature of these speech acts can threaten aspects of face. For 
example, expressives may threaten the positive face of an addressee by functioning to denote a 
speaker’s feeling and attitudes. This may be realised via an insult, for example, making the 
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addressee feel undesirable, resulting in the loss of positive face. Furthermore, directives, 
which aim to get an addressee to ‘do something’, is a direct threat to the negative face of an 
addressee as this speech act compromises their negative face want to have their actions 
unimpeded. Therefore, in order to perform certain speech acts, yet still maintain face, a 
speaker may wish to make their illocutionary act indirect. Searle (1979, p.vii-ix) defines an 
indirect speech act as “the relations between literal sentence meaning and speakers utterance 
meaning whose utterance meaning differs from literal meaning of the expression uttered.” An 
indirect speech act considers the face of the addressee, and in using an indirect form the 
interlocutor hopes to establish rapport in the discourse. A benefit of doing this is exercised by 
Leech (1983, p.108), who argues that: “Indirect illocutions tend to be more polite (a) because 
they increase the degree of optionality, and (b) because the more indirect an illocution is, the 
more diminished and tentative its force tends to be.” As a consequence, being indirect in 
discourse can help the speaker seem more polite, which then avoids potential termination of 
the discourse. By making an illocutionary act appear less mandatory and forceful, the face 
wants of a speaker is less imposed upon. This speech performance has also been noted by 
Brown and Levinson (1987), who determined that indirect speech acts hedge the potency of 
illocutionary acts. 
2.4.2 Hedging and Mitigation 
Consequently, the concept of hedging and the use of hedges have arisen in relation to the 
functions of DMs but also in the domain of politeness. Overall, hedging is a form of tentative 
language use where directness in discourse is moderated by the use of certain words and 
particles performing as face-saving devices (O’Keefe et al.,2007). Thus it can be contended 
that when a DM functions as a hedge it makes the interaction more indirect via mitigation.  
The role of mitigation in discourse concerns the adjustment of potentially face-threatening 
speech acts. It can be viewed that the use of mitigation is prevalent in speakers of IrE and 
reflects how the DMs they use function. This belief is portrayed in Kallen’s (2005b)’s Silence 
and mitigation in Irish English discourse, where he proposes an idea that mitigation in IrE 
detaches the speaker from their speaker role as an instigator of face threatening behaviour. 
This type of mitigation may surface when speakers of IrE give an order to an addressee, for 
example (own example) “Sure, you wouldn’t mind telling me when the next train is now?” 
The mitigation used in the utterance helps the speaker seem less responsible for the 
interruption of the addressee’s negative face wants of being unimpeded.  Given that 
theoretical views on politeness and face in discourse have been examined, it is important to 
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evaluate the pragmatic profile of IrE as a variety. It is worthwhile to examine what aspects of 
politeness are prevalent and unique in IrE; given the notion given by Kallen that mitigation 
has a specific role in IrE discourse and their ensuing use of DMs. 
2.5 The Pragmatics of Irish English 
A great understanding into the pragmatic profile of IrE can be gained by appreciating what is 
culturally valued in Irish society. Regarding this idea, Kallen (2005a, p.239) explains that: 
On the surface, Irish society would appear to be neither formal nor elitist. People tend 
to relate to each other as equals and communicate with each other in a familiar way, 
regardless of position or status; they eschew titles and prefer first name terms.  
This indicates that Irish culture places a high emphasis on equality, which reverberates 
in the way speakers of IrE interact with each other. The link between what is culturally valued 
and linguistically practiced in Ireland is established by Clancy and Vaughan (2012, p.226), 
who argue that “the idea of solidarity and the reduction of social distance are critical to what 
could be broadly termed as the pragmatic profile of Irish English as a variety.” Consequently, 
a prominent characteristic of IrE is the attention to face in discourse; speakers specifically do 
not wish to impose any face threats towards an addressee. Subsequently, Clancy and Vaughan 
(2012, p.240) suggest that “that the structure of Irish face needs can be characterized by an 
orientation of hospitality, reciprocity and indirectness.” The idea that hospitality and 
reciprocity are traits of ‘Irish face’ represents how the minimization of power relations is 
evident in IrE.  
The third aspect of Irish face needs listed by Clancy and Vaughan (2012) is the issue 
of indirectness. This is a reoccurring characterisation concerning the profile of IrE, Schneider 
and Barron (2005) also postulate that IrE achieves its indirect tone with the use of tag clauses 
and modals.  Returning to Clancy and Vaughan’s (2012) example ‘How many Euros would 
that be now?, it can be appreciated how speakers of IrE employ these features in conversation. 
The speaker in this environment modifies the original question ‘How many Euros is that?’ 
with the use of a modal ‘would’ and the tag ‘now’, which functions as a DM. The 
modification of the direct question reduces the threat to the negative face of the addressee via 
the use of negative politeness (hedging, being indirect). Kallen (2005a, p.130) indicates that 
in Irish culture “high value is placed on negative politeness.”  
The emphasis on indirectness and negative politeness in IrE also represents primary 
motivation to study DMs in this variant of the English language. Clancy and Vaughan (2012) 
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estimate that speakers of IrE feel obliged to incorporate hedging and negative politeness in 
interactional environment where English speakers from Britain and North America do not. 
Therefore, it will be interesting to inspect the manner in which speakers of IrE use sure* and 
now* bearing in mind what is pragmatically ‘important’ in IrE.  
 
2.6 Variables of the Investigation 
In this section, I will designate the variables which I will be considering in the investigation. 
Additionally, the motivation for choosing these variables will be further elaborated on, having 
reflected on previous research and identified potential domains to explore. 
2.6.1 Functions of sure* and now* 
Using Brinton’s (1996) framework, the primary concern of this study is to examine how sure* 
and now* function in IrE discourse. By establishing how these DMs function in discourse, it 
may underline why they are salient and possibly unique facets of IrE. I feel that it is vital to 
focus on function due to the findings of previous research on now*, where its apparent 
multifunctionality has been noted (Clancy & Vaughan, 2012). This notion contrasts with 
traditional characterisations of now* functioning solely in the textual mode. In addition, as it 
has been maintained that sure* primarily functions as an emphasizer in the interpersonal 
mode, I wish to probe whether sure* has additional functions by the means of using Brinton’s 
(1996) aforementioned framework.  Furthermore, having determined the functions of these 
DMs in IrE, it is then possible to explore which variables may be influential in facilitating 
their use in discourse. 
2.6.2 Clause Position 
This inquiry will explore how sure* and now* occur in discourse regarding their clause 
position. Thus, when considering instances of these DMs, I will classify whether they befall 
in the initial, medial (mid-utterance) or a final position. The motivation for examining this 
variable was initiated with Clancy and Vaughan’s (2012, p.230) comment that “The syntactic 
position of now in the utterance can also be used as an indicator of function.” Hence, there is a 
belief that now* featuring in the initial position corresponds with it functioning in the textual 
mode. This idea is underlined by returning to Carter and McCarthy’s (2006) example of now* 
provided in 2.3, “Now, what we want to do today.” 
This example displays that now* is featuring in the initial position and performing the 
textual function of controlling the direction of the discourse. When the position of now* in 
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discourse changes, it correspondingly appears to shift in function. Referring back to Clancy 
and Vaughan’s (2012) previously discussed example ‘How many Euros would that be now?’, 
it can be acknowledged that the change in position has resulted in a transformation in 
function, with now* performing a hedging task. In this example, Clancy and Vaughan (2012, 
p.237) explain that “Now is classified as a hedge because it displays two of the features 
normally associated with his phenomenon: it co-occurs with other hedges and it occupies a 
position towards the end of the utterance.” Subsequently, there is a sufficient evidence to 
suggest that clause position is a variable which will be influential in rendering how now* 
functions in discourse. 
In addition, another motivation to concentrate on clause position resides in the 
reiterated sentiment that sure* is commonly found in the initial position in IrE and as 
previous studies of sure* has not focused on sure* in a non-initial position, I will aim to test 
the view that sure* is specifically a sentence-initial DM. I will also examine a whether the 
function of sure* changes as estimated with now* when the former is found in a different 
position in the clause.  
 
2.6.3 Text Category 
I will also examine the performance of sure* and now* in different conversational 
environments. This perspective aims to establish that the functions of these DMs are subject 
to change when used in different discourse domains. An advantage of this investigation being 
corpus-based is that the spoken discourse is readily categorized into different text categories 
(henceforth TC(s)) and is easily extractable for analysis (explained in 3.1).  For example, the 
use of now* in formal interviews amongst strangers can be expected to be different to its 
function in face-to-face conversations between friends. This was noted in Clancy and 
Vaughan (2012, p.230) where they state that “Discourse context is crucial when determining 
the function of now.” As this inquiry aims to analyse the functions of sure* and now*, I 
believe that it is essential that discourse domain is taken into account. This impression is 
reiterated by Schiffrin (1987, p.70), who argues “Because discourse markers occur throughout 
discourse, focusing only on a limited type of talk creates a risk: one can mistakenly equate the 
general function of a marker with its particular use within a specific discourse type.” 
Consequently, by categorizing incidents of sure* and now* into different discourse domains, I 
will be able to gain a greater understanding of the multifunctionality of these DMs, 
appreciating how speakers use these DMs for different purposes in different circumstances.  
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Moreover, it can be viewed that a major influence on DMs is speaker role, which 
changes in different conversational situations. For example, there are different interlocutor 
dynamics concerning doctor/patient, teacher/student and judge/defendant. Therefore, 
language use is subject to modification when a speaker assumes a different role in discourse. 
One aspect of speaker role in a conversational setting is presented by Aijmer (2013), who 
contends that importance that the role of the host plays in broadcast discussions. As this 
setting consists of particular regulations, the host must organise the interaction, allocating 
speaking time for guests but also introducing new topics for the development of debates.  
Therefore, the use of DMs in a broadcast discussion may be predominantly concentrated in 
the textual mode by the ‘host’ and (s)he attempts to organise and structure the discussion. This 
differs to the dynamics of informal conversation, as Aijmer (2013, p.43) adds “Face-to-face 
conversation represents a basic human activity characterised by the aim of the speakers to 
establish and maintain a close relationship.” Subsequently, it can be postulated that face-to-
face conversations will more likely feature DMs functioning on the interpersonal mode, with 
a primary focus of speakers to maintain good rapport and face. 
 
2.6.4 Speech Acts 
As previously mentioned in 2.4.1, certain speech acts are inherently face threatening and 
consequently speakers may modify them to mitigate this threat. Therefore, I will also be 
examining in which speech acts sure* and now* arise in which will hopefully give me a 
greater understanding of their function. For example, it can be hypothesised in this paper that 
speakers of IrE are more likely to hedge directive speech acts with the use of a DM due to the 
prominence of negative politeness in IrE. While this estimation is based upon DMs 
functioning in the interpersonal mode, I also aim to investigate in which speech acts DMs 
functioning in the textual mode occur. This is due to the fact that textual mode DMs are based 
upon structuring/controlling the discourse and subsequently pay less attention to face. 
Therefore, there is likely to be variation between different DMs’ realisations concerning 
speech acts. 
2.6.5 Variational Pragmatics 
While the initial part of this investigation will focus on the structural use of sure* and now*, it 
is also important to inspect who are using these DMs. This sentiment is expressed by Aijmer 
(2013, p.2), who argues: 
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there is also a need for variational studies of pragmatic markers. Like speech acts, 
pragmatic markers are used variably depending on the region, the social situation and 
the identity of the speaker. Expanding the study of pragmatic markers to look at their 
variation depending on such contextual factors broadens the area of study and can also 
be expected to result in a better knowledge of pragmatic markers in general.  
Consequently, I will also be looking into the use and functions of sure* and now* 
from a variational pragmatic perspective. Barron and Schneider (2005, p.1) suggest this 
method “aims at determining the impact of such factors as region, social class, gender, age 
and ethnicity on communicative language use.” Thus, I will be furthering the investigation by 
exploring sure* and now* concerning a speaker’s gender and where they are from in Ireland. 
2.6.6 Gender 
I will be considering a speaker’s gender in relation to the use of sure* and now* by speakers 
in SPICE, examining whether certain functions of these DMs are specific to particular gender. 
A view was initiated by Eckert and McConnell-Ginet (2013) which proposes that women are 
cooperative speakers in discourse; their style is supportive with a prevalence of 
backchanneling. This opposes their description of male speech which is characterised by 
competitiveness. Thus, bearing in mind the belief that men and women use language 
differently, I wish to test if this is the case with DMs. Concerning Eckert and McConnell-
Ginet’s (2013) estimation, it would seem that women would tend to use DMs that function 
interpersonally and the idea that women are ‘cooperative’ suggests that they value and pay 
attention to face. Alternatively, DMs which feature in the textual mode, which tend to focus 
on organizing the structure of discourse, would more likely be used by ‘competitive’ males. A 
sentiment arises that women and men may shape their language in accordance to different 
interactional ‘goals’. This stance is underlined by Tannen (1993, p.174), who states: 
In this view, women’s tendency to be indirect is taken as evidence that women don’t 
feel entitled to make demands. Surely there are cases in which this is true. Yet it can 
easily be demonstrated that those who feel entitled to make demands may prefer not 
to, seeking the payoff in rapport.  
 
The understanding that women’s goals in discourse concern the maintenance of face 
(via ‘rapport’) further illustrates that they may use DMs which function on an interpersonal 
level. Interestingly, Østebøvik (2010) found that both male authors and male characters 
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tended to use sure* most frequently in texts, commenting that “the majority of the DMs were 
uttered by male characters, making 59% of the tokens” (Østebøvik, 2010, p.40). This detail is 
particularly interesting given that the primary function of sure* in this investigation was to 
signal agreement. This function does not specify that males are using this DM to be 
competitive but rather cooperation and building rapport. Considering that sure* is estimated 
to function on the interpersonal mode, this finding in Østebøvik (2010) is intriguing. It 
contrasts the opinion that male speech is ‘competitive rather than cooperative’. Alternatively, 
it may be uncovered that there is a difference in speech in males from literature (the basis of 
Østebøvik’s research) to spoken discourse in IrE.  
 
2.6.7 Province 
This investigation will attempt to establish a link between where speakers are from in Ireland 
and their use of DMs. The motivation to explore this aspect resides with the aforementioned 
idea that sure* is a prominent feature of both Irish and IrE. This has been argued by Hickey 
(2009, pp.67-68),  who states that “sure is a high frequency discourse marker amongst native 
Irish speakers.” Subsequently, the notion arises that where a speaker is from in Ireland may be 
influential in their DM use. While English is the first-language of the majority of the 
population in Ireland, there are still areas which are inhabited by native Irish speakers in areas 
known as the ‘Gaeltacht’. Figure 1 below illustrates these areas which are shaded in dark 
green: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.  Areas of Ireland which are 'Gaeltacht' zones.  
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Figure1 illustrates that areas which are currently still Irish-speaking are predominantly 
situated in the west of Ireland. Consequently, in order to examine regional variation regarding 
DMs, I will separate speakers’ location into the traditional four provinces of Ireland: Ulster, 
Connacht, Leinster and Munster as displayed in Figure 2 below: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The only adjustment I have made to Figure 2, for the purpose of my analysis, is that I 
added the counties of Donegal, Cavan and Monoghan to the province of Connacht rather than 
Ulster. These three counties are atypical in the sense that they are traditionally part of Ulster 
but are at the same time part of the Republic of Ireland and not Northern Ireland. The other 
six counties in Ulster are part of Northern Ireland and thus the United Kingdom. I believe this 
will have an effect on language use as Figure 1 illustrates that Donegal is a prominent 
Gaeltacht area which contrasts the linguistic nature of the other counties in Ulster. Therefore, 
I believe that speakers from the three counties share more linguistic traits with speakers from 
Connacht which contains several Irish speaking areas. Munster, which is the other western 
county in Ireland, also features several Gaeltacht areas, which contrasts with the eastern 
province of ROI, Leinster. 
As this section of the analysis is primarily concerned in establishing a link between 
sure* with speakers from Irish-speaking areas, the decision has been made to omit now* from 
Figure 2 . The four provinces of Ireland.  
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this part of the study. The reason for this concerns the fact that now* has not been viewed to 
be a part of the native Irish language which has been substratally transferred into IrE and any 
results that may have been found regarding now* will not be able to be linked to prior 
research. 
2.7 Research Questions and Hypotheses 
Considering the theoretical background discussed in this chapter, I will subsequently outline 
the research questions I will be examining in this study and hypothesise of their outcome. 
Question 1: How do sure* and now* function in SPICE and will the results reinforce how 
they have both been estimated to behave in previous literature? In addition, how often do 
these DMs arise in SPICE? 
Hypothesis 1: The results of this inquiry will underline the view that sure* operates in the 
interpersonal mode as an emphasizer and also a marker of agreement. It will not act in the 
textual mode as it does not possess organisational qualities. Furthermore, the use of now* by 
speakers in SPICE will establish that it can inhabit both in the textual and the interpersonal 
mode, its multifunctionality will be illustrated as it demonstrates the ability to organise 
discourse yet also perform to soften speech acts and emphasise assertions. As now* is 
estimated to have more functions than sure*, it is likely to occur more frequently in SPICE 
despite sure* being esteemed as a distinctive part of IrE discourse. 
Question 2: Is the appearance and function-type of sure* and now* in SPICE facilitated by 
the following variables: clause position, text category, speech act, speaker’s gender, and 
speaker’s province? 
Hypothesis 2:  
 Clause Position: the position in which the DM situates in an utterance will signal it 
functions in discourse. Firstly, sure* will locate predominantly in the initial position 
and will perform interpersonally. Conversely, now* in the initial position will function 
in the textual mode but most importantly, when it is found in the final position its 
function will change to the interpersonal mode. 
 Text Category: sure* will almost exclusively befall in informal discourse such as 
Private Dialogue which features face-to-face conversation. It is in the conversational 
environment where it can most fittingly perform its role in discourse to signal 
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agreement and emphasize a reaction. It will not be found in other TCs with high 
frequency. On the other hand, the function of now* will change when found in 
different interactional domains. In formal environments such as legal presentation 
(Unscripted Monologue) it will function textually. However, when now* occurs in 
informal circumstances the behaviour will switch to the interpersonal mode. 
 Speech Act:  in order to mitigate face threats as claimed in Clancy and Vaughan 
(2012), now* will most often ensue in directives when functioning interpersonally. 
Whereas, sure* will feature more often in expressives as it is viewed that sure* 
functions to express agreement or emphasizes an opinion. When now* is in the textual 
mode, it will more likely appear in representatives as the speaker attempts to control 
the discourse.  
 Gender: Females will use sure* more often than males as they are estimated to be 
more ‘cooperative’ speakers in discourse therefore will signal agreement more often. 
In addition, females will use the interpersonal form of now* as the maintenance of 
face may not be as fundamental to males who are ‘competitive’ in interaction. 
Subsequently, males will use the textual mode now* with greater frequency as this 
demographic is viewed to wish to control the direction of discourse. 
 Province: speakers from the western provinces of Ireland (Connacht and Munster) will 
use sure* more frequently than the eastern provinces (Ulster and Leinster). This is due 
the fact that Irish Gaelic is still commonly spoken in these regions and the use of 
sure*/cinnte has been substratally transferred into IrE.  
Question 3: Will the results of sure* and now* correspond to the pragmatic profile of IrE? 
Hypothesis 3: The results of this investigation will establish that  the use of these two DMs 
will be mostly in the interpersonal mode and predominantly function to soften face threats 
such as orders and requests. This relates to what is pragmatically important in IrE, with 
predominance for negative politeness and indirectness. Discourse involving power relations 
will be mitigated by either sure* or now* and informal conversation will feature these DMs to 
reinforce the conception that IrE is particularly hospitable. 
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3. Methodology 
This chapter will explain how I conducted this investigation by specifying the spoken corpus 
that I used, the procedure to extract the data and the limitations of this method.  
3.1 SPICE-Ireland (2011) 
In order to conduct this research I used the SPICE-Ireland (2011) corpus, which is the spoken 
section of the ICE-Ireland, a subdivision of the International Corpus of English (ICE). The –
SP prefix for SPICE stands for ‘Systems of Pragmatic annotation’, thus this corpus is 
annotated to enable the opportunity for pragmatic exploration. This aspect was a major 
motivation for using SPICE as the corpus for this study since DMs are readily annotated in 
the text, signalled by an asterisk (*). Therefore, each example of sure or now functioning as a 
DM would be displayed as sure*/now* which enabled me to separate them from the other 
instances of sure and now functioning otherwise. 
Overall, the SPICE-Ireland corpus contains 626,597 words and is subdivided into four 
main TCs which each feature possess different discourse domains, as noted below: 
- Private Dialogue (Face-to-face conversations and telephone conversations) 
- Public Dialogue (Broadcast discussions, broadcast interviews, business transactions, 
classroom discussions, legal cross-examination, and parliamentary debate) 
- Unscripted Monologue (Demonstrations, legal presentations, spontaneous 
commentary and unscripted speeches) 
- Scripted Monologue (Broadcast news, broadcast talks, and scripted speeches) 
Each TC contains text files which consist of approximately 2,000 words. SPICE 
contains 300 text files; however, they are not all evenly distributed. For example, the face-to-
face conversation TC in Private Dialogue contains 90 text files (186,266 words), which is 
considerably more than the Demonstrations TC (Unscripted Monologue), which has only ten 
text files and consists of 22,043 words altogether. I have taken this into consideration as will 
be explained in 3.3.  
Another beneficial aspect of SPICE regards Speaker ID. Each speaker featured in 
SPICE is given their own unique Speaker ID, which contains information about speakers that 
I plan to explore in this investigation, such as their gender and province. Thus, when I found 
an example of sure* or now*, I referred to the Speaker ID and extracted information 
concerning the speaker in the SPICE-Ireland: A User’s Guide (Kirk & Kallen, 2012).  
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Overall, while SPICE as a corpus may be smaller than the Limerick Corpus of Irish 
English (1,000,000 words), I believe that this corpus is ideal for conducting research into 
DMs in combination with a focus on the pragmatic nature of IrE. This is due to the 
pragmatically annotated design of this corpus combined with the Speaker ID.  
3.2 Procedure 
To commence this inspection, I used WordSmith Tools 6.0 to research the DMs incorporated 
into this inquiry. The SPICE corpus (version 1.2.2) was loaded onto a computer via CD-
ROM, and for the purpose of this examination, I used the .txt version of SPICE rather than the 
.doc version. This is in order to conduct a textual analysis of the results. I then selected the 
300 text files of SPICE in WordSmith Tools and using the Concord option, I was able to 
search for my allocated DMs in SPICE. For the purpose of brevity, I will only be noting how I 
found an instance of sure*; the same procedure was repeated for now*. 
Figure 3. Demonstrating how to search for DMs in the concord section of WordSmith Tools. 
As previously mentioned, DMs in SPICE are indicated with an asterisk following the 
lexical item (sure*). In order to find examples of these in SPICE, I had to place the asterisk in 
quotation marks (as indicated in Figure 3) for WordSmith Tools to register it as a ‘special 
function’.  By clicking on ‘OK’, Concord compiled a list of every instance of sure behaving 
as a DM in SPICE; I was then able to scroll down the list to extract the data as seen in Figure 
4: 
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Figure 4. A screenshot displaying instances of sure* in SPICE extracted via the Concord option 
of WordSmith Tools. 
In order to extract specific information from each example, I clicked on the sentence 
(such as the example 142 highlighted above in Figure 4): 
Figure 5.  A screenshot illustrating the method in which to isolate an instance of sure* in order 
to perform a textual analysis.  
As I was able to view the use of sure* in the context of the sentence it featured in, I 
was able to allocate it a function. In addition, using the example given in Figure 5, I was able 
to extract additional data. For example, I was able to register that this use of sure*: 
- Occurred in the clause initial position 
- Registered in a representative <rep> speech act 
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Likewise, the Speaker ID of this example is <P1A-037$B>. Referring to the User’s 
Guide, I was then able to extract further information for the purpose of this investigation: 
Figure 6.  A circled example of a speaker’s ID found in the SPICE User’s Guide. 
Using the aforementioned example of speaker <P1A-037$B>, I was able to note that 
this instance ensued in the Dirtiness text file, which was part of the face-to-face conversations 
TC (P1A001-090) and overall part of discourse domain of Private Dialogue (P1A).  Figure 6 
also indicates that this information displayed concerns speaker B in this text file (they are four 
speakers in Dirtiness labelled A-D). Thus, I noted that the speaker was female (F) and was 
from Belfast (B), which is part of Ulster. I repeated this procedure for every instance of sure* 
and now* in SPICE. 
3.3 Normalisation  
An important procedure in this investigation was to normalise the data to make sure the 
results were not misleading. As previously mentioned, each TC and therefore each discourse 
domain had varying word counts (henceforth WC(s)). Therefore, it was essential to place the 
results found in the research into context. A solution to this issue can be credited to The 
User’s Guide which provided tables featuring WCs for each individual TC, which enabled me 
to normalise the data concerning TCs (see Appendix A). In addition, the WC for each 
discourse domain is listed in Table 1.0:  
Table 1.0 
 Discourse domain total WC 
Speaker ID type Category WC of Category % of WC in SPICE 
P1A Dialogue - Private 206,505 33 
P1B Dialogue- Public 169,616 27 
P2A Monologue - Unscripted 148,713 24 
P2B Monologue - Scripted 101,763 16 
 Total 626,597 100 
 
Table 1.0 exhibits a disparity between the proportional WCs from each TC. The WC 
for Private Dialogue was almost a third of the overall WC of SPICE (33%) compared to 
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Scripted Monologue which accounted for only 16%, reaffirming the requirement to normalise 
the results of this investigation. In addition, there was a large difference in the number of each 
speech acts featured in SPICE. The User’s Guide listed a table listing how many speech acts 
occurred in SPICE, subdividing the results into TCs. Therefore, I was able to normalise the 
section of results that had focussed on speech acts. This table can also be found in the 
Appendix B. Perhaps the most challenging aspect of normalising the data regards normalising 
speakers’ gender and province. No information was given concerning these variables in the 
User’s Guide, so I contacted the designers of SPICE and was informed that no data existed. 
Therefore, using the speaker ID breakdown in the User’s Guide I tallied each speaker’s 
gender and province (1,248 in total). A full list of tables to help normalise this section of data 
is listed in Appendix C. While this was a rather exhaustive process it was imperative to have 
these figures in order to place any findings regarding these variables into context.  
3.4 Limitations 
While the Speaker ID is exceptionally helpful in gaining information regarding the speaker, 
there are some limitations concerning this method. For example, in some circumstances 
speaker information is listed as NAG – meaning ‘no answer given’.  These occurrences were 
concentrated mostly in environments such as legal-cross examinations, where information 
regarding speakers’ province background is withheld. This limitation was not widespread in 
SPICE; however, some of the data contained speakers who did not have a fully complete bio 
data, for example: 
Figure 7. A circled example of a Speaker’s ID that contains instances of NAG.  
For speaker <P2A-003$A> I was unable to extract data such as his (M indicates that he was 
male) province. 
3.5 Summary 
Overall, I believe that SPICE met many specifications in order to conduct this inquiry. The 
thoroughness of the procedure I employed aided me not only to extract data but also to link 
these findings with the variables I chose to explore. 
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4. Results (I) - Frequency and Function 
 
This section of chapter 4 will present the initial findings of the investigation – how frequently 
sure* and now* featured in SPICE and how they functioned. 
4.1 Frequency Results 
The results found in SPICE register that sure* occurred on 200 occasions while now* 
recorded 672 instances. Overall, there were 872 examples of these DMs in SPICE with now* 
having a more dominant ratio of 77:23 versus sure*.  Consequently, despite sure* being 
determined as a salient facet of IrE, now* was far more frequent in IrE discourse which is 
underlined in Table 2.0 below: 
Table 2.0 
 Frequency of DMs in SPICE and Østebøvik (2010) 
DM Freq. Method Relative Freq Per 1,000 Words 
SPICE now* 672 672,000/626,597 1.072 
SPICE sure* 200 200,000/626,597 0.319 
Østebøvik sure* 256 256,000/621,998 0.411 
 
As Table 2.0 illustrates, now* had a higher relative frequency (henceforth RelFreq) 
than sure* in SPICE, with now* likely to occur 1.072 times per 1,000 words compared to 
0.319 (sure*). In order to work out the RelFreq of the raw figures, I multiplied the data by 
10,000 (for example sure* 200 became 200,000) and divided it by the overall WC of SPICE 
(626,597). Accordingly, I was then able to normalise the instances of sure* and now* to view 
how often they arose per 1,000 words in discourse. Throughout this chapter, results will be 
normalised as explained in chapter 3. A benefit of this approach is argued by McEnery and 
Hardie (2012, p.247), who state that “[n]ormalised frequencies can be compared even if they 
arise from datasets of different sizes.” Subsequently, it is possible to compare the results of 
Østebøvik (2010) with the results of sure* from this inquiry, with the results confirming that 
sure* featured more frequently in Østebøvik’s (2010) than in SPICE, despite the former 
having a smaller corpus size. The result indicates that sure* is likely to occur in 0.411 per 
1,000 words in A corpus of Irish English compared to the aforementioned 0.319 in SPICE.  
4.2 Functions of sure* and now* 
While the initial results indicated that now* featured more often than sure* in SPICE a reason 
for this may lie in the fact that the former possesses a greater number of roles in interaction. 
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Therefore, it is important to scrutinize how these DMs function in SPICE, which may 
underline why now* is more common. Thus, after categorizing each instance of sure* and 
now* into a function using Brinton’s (1996) framework, it appears that sure* predominantly 
operates in the interpersonal mode whereas now* in SPICE performs across both modes. 
Table 2.1 below provides the classifications of these DMs in this inquiry:  
Table 2.1 
 Functions of sure* and now* in SPICE 
Function Sure* Now* 
Freq % Freq % 
(a) initiate discourse  0 - 145 22 
(b) acquire role of speaker 0 - 27 4 
(c)  maintain role of speaker 3 1.5 41 6 
(d) mark boundary in 
discourse 
0 - 130 19 
(e) denote new/old 
information 
0 - 126 18 
(f) link clauses 0 - 0 - 
(g) repair own discourse 0 - 0 - 
(h) express reaction 118 59 138 21 
(i) maintain face 79 39.5 65 10 
Total 200 100 672 100 
4.2.2 The functions of sure* 
Firstly, concerning sure*, only 1.5% of instances found in SPICE were deemed to perform in 
the textual mode. The only function in the textual mode which sure* featured in was function 
(c) which is to maintain the role of the speaker in conversation. Consequently, the majority of 
the instances of sure* in SPICE (98.5%) materialised in the interpersonal mode, many of 
which were classified as part of function (h) of Brinton’s framework (59%), which serves to 
‘express a response or a reaction to the preceding discourse or attitude towards the following 
discourse’. An example sure* performing this role is provided below: 
- <rep> Sure* they were only weans </rep> 
This utterance demonstrates how the use of sure* is used to expresses a response to 
the previous discourse, wherein the speaker emphasizes that the people in question were only 
‘weans’ (which is IrE vernacular for ‘children’). This example is similar to Østebøvik’s 
(2010) classification of sure* acting as an ‘emphasizer of agreement’. In addition, 39.5% of 
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the examples of sure* corresponded to function (i) of Brinton’s framework, serving maintain 
face in discourse. An example of sure* in SPICE performing this role is provided below: 
- <dir> They 're they 're worth trying sure@* </dir> 
This example demonstrates how the use of sure* by the speaker helps to ‘save face’ 
regarding an addressee. In the conversation, the speaker tries to get the fellow speaker to ‘try’ 
something (illustrated by the use of a directive speech act). The use of sure* follows the 
suggestion and performs to maintain the negative face of the addressee as a proposition 
threatens their negative face wants which is to have their ‘action unimpeded’.  
4.2.3 The functions of now* 
While the occupation of sure* remains to be predominantly restricted in the interpersonal 
mode, the multifunctionality of now* has been highlighted by the results of this probe. The 
finding demonstrates that now* does perform on the interpersonal mode in IrE as advocated 
in Clancy and Vaughan (2012). Now* featured heavily in function (h) expressing a reaction, 
an example of such is provided below: 
- <rep> It was it was I enjoyed it now@* </rep>  
The speaker (female) in this occasion uses now* to establish a reaction to the prior 
discourse, emphasizing how she enjoyed a performance by Russell Watson which both 
speakers had watched on television the night before.  While it is evident that now* can 
operate interpersonally it was also prominently found in the textual mode, such as function 
(d) using Brinton’s framework (accounting for 19% of all instances of now*) which is to 
signal a new or partial change in topic in conversation. An example of this type of now* was 
found in a legal presentation (unscripted monologue) and is presented below: 
- <rep> Now* in addition to this your lordship the plaintiff has to top the tank up with 
PVC paste uh in the mornings 
The use of now* in this environment serves to indicate a development of information 
in the legal presentation, which is supported by the speaker’s following comment ‘in addition 
to this your lordship’. It is noted that the plaintiff also had the responsibility of topping the 
‘tank up with pvc paste in the mornings’. The use of now* in this instance helps the speaker 
develop the discourse by signalling a development in proceedings.   
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Overall, the multifunctionality of now* in IrE is underlined with the detail that it befell 
in seven out of the nine functions given by Brinton (1996),  while sure* only occurred in 
three. It implies that sure* is primarily an interpersonal DM compared to now* which can 
used in both the textual and interpersonal mode. The view is highlighted in Figure 8 below: 
 
Figure 8.  An illustration depicting the variation in function mode between sure* and now* in 
SPICE. 
Figure 8 demonstrates how sure* prominently arises in the interpersonal mode in IrE 
discourse, whereas now* exhibits some variation in function use. In Clancy and Vaughan’s 
(2012) case, 130 out of 500 instances of now* were in the interpersonal mode, which equates 
to 26% of all instances. Therefore, the findings in SPICE indicate that now* performs a 
‘pragmatic’ role to a greater level than found in the Limerick Corpus. This finding justifies 
the motivation for testing whether now* contains additional discourse aspects in IrE.  
4.2.3 Developing the interpersonal mode 
Having established that now* can act outside the textual mode in SPICE, it is important to 
explore how it performs in the interpersonal mode by speakers of IrE. In addition, the initial 
results of sure* were somewhat unhelpful and unsatisfactory. While the findings did 
underline the traditional view that sure* is a salient aspect of IrE discourse and appeared in 
the interpersonal mode, the initial results did not scrutinise how sure* and to a certain extent 
now* really operated in the interpersonal mode. This perception is perhaps explained by the 
fact that Brinton’s framework only listed two roles for the interpersonal mode in comparison 
to seven for the textual mode. Whilst classifying the DMs in SPICE, I occasionally found it 
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difficult to determine which interpersonal category to label certain examples because function 
(h) and (i) can often overlap in definitions. For example, a criterion for function (h) concerns 
hedging and ‘expressing speaker tentativeness’, which is fairly similar to an aspect of function 
(i) which regards ‘saving face’.  Consequently, to further this examination, I decided to 
develop Brinton’s interpersonal mode by extending the list of functions from two to four. 
Using the descriptions given by Brinton in combination with other evaluations of DMs that 
function interpersonally, I reallocated the functions of instances of sure* and now* which 
were in this mode. The four aspects which I determined were: 
- Emphasizer 
- Softener 
- Agreement 
- Contrast 
The first function, emphasizer, illustrates that the DM has been used for ‘emphatic’ 
purposes. It serves to highlight an utterance, intensifying it. Secondly, the softener role 
regards hedging and the use of a DM to ‘save face’. Due to the pragmatic profile of IrE being 
centred on politeness, it was important to give this type of action a specific role. The third 
aspect which was agreement concerns the use of a DM to underline agreement with the fellow 
interlocutor.  This function was the most frequently observed role of sure* in Østebøvik’s 
study. Finally, the fourth task serves to indicate a contrast in opinion via the speaker towards 
an interlocutor. While sure* is estimated to signal agreement, now* is perceived to imply 
contrast (Defour, 2008). Consequently, the redefined interpersonal functions of sure* and 
now* in SPICE are provided in Table 2.2 below: 
Table 2.2 
The interpersonal functions of sure* and now* in SPICE 
Function Sure*  Now* 
Freq % %DM Freq % %DM 
Emphasizer 21 11 11 64 31 9.5 
Softener 37 19 19 75 38 11 
Agreement 109 55 55 37 18 3 
Contrast 30 15 15 27 13 4 
Total 197 100  203 100  
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4.2.4 The developed interpersonal functions of sure* 
Initially focussing upon the results of sure* in Table 2.2, 55% of the instances of this DM 
function to display an agreement with fellow speakers. This figure is slightly higher than 
Østebøvik’s exploration concerning agreement where 50% of the speakers used sure* in this 
environment. Consequently, a proposal can be made that the primary function of sure* in IrE 
is to signal agreement, having been the most prominent function in SPICE as well in 
Østebøvik (2010). An example for the agreement role is provided below as a speaker uses 
sure* is reinforce a sense of positive agreement with the listener: 
- <rep> Sure* that 's great </rep> 
However, this is not the sole manner in which sure* operates in SPICE, with the 
second most frequently observed interpersonal function of this DM regards its use as a 
softener in discourse. It accounted for 19% of interpersonal mode sure*, for example: 
- <dir> Well* sure* you could try it on </dir> 
In this instance, the speaker (female) is talking about dresses in a telephone 
conversation with another female friend. In the conversation, she uses sure* to soften a threat 
to her interlocutor’s negative face as she suggests that the speaker could try on the dress. It is 
a threat to the speaker’s negative face as it challenges the negative face want to have your 
actions unimpeded upon. Therefore, the use of sure* makes the directive less direct and 
hedges the proposition.  
4.2.5 The developed interpersonal function of now* 
Continuing with the softener function, it was the most prevalent result of now* in the 
interpersonal mode, for example: 
- <rep> Now* <,> that 's almost correct <,> </rep> 
- <dir> Aren't you very knowledgeable now@* </dir> 
The first example is a threat of an addressee’s positive face as a speaker is indirectly 
stating the answer given is incorrect. This response may cause the addressee to lose positive 
face that is to be felt as desirable, which is likely as the speaker openly acknowledges that 
their answer was wrong. The speaker therefore uses now* to soften the corresponding 
statement that the addressee has not given that right answer, and further mitigates this 
utterance by using the term ‘almost correct’ rather than ‘incorrect’. Secondly, the other 
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example is a softener against a negative face threat: a compliment. An addressee’s negative 
face is threatened by a compliment by a speaker therefore the speaker uses now* to soften the 
directness of the praise (of being ‘knowledgeable’).  
The second most prominent interpersonal function of now* in SPICE was the 
emphasizer aspect which equated to 31% of all interpersonal instances of now*. An example 
is provided below: 
- <rep> Well* he has a quare motorbike now@* </rep> 
The use of now* in this context serves to emphasise that this person’s motorbike is 
‘quare’ which is IrE vernacular for ‘peculiar’. The use of now* in this position generates a 
sentiment of finality and definiteness accompanying the statement.  
 Overall, by re-establishing the interpersonal aspect of sure* and now* it has led to a 
better understanding of their occupation in IrE discourse. The readjustment underlined that 
sure* acts predominantly as a marker of agreement in discourse, whereas now* performs 
chiefly in this mode to soften and hedge potential face threats.  Therefore, the prior notion 
that now* featured outside of the textual mode in IrE was proved to be correct and the 
function which is appeared heavily in, softening face threats, is a prominent aspect of the 
pragmatics of IrE. Subsequently, having detailed the frequency and function of sure* and 
now* in SPICE, the upcoming part of the results section will look into elements which may 
influence or facilitate their occurrence in discourse.  
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4. Results (II) – Variables of the investigation  
This section of the results chapter will elaborate on the findings of the study regarding the 
variables listed in 2.6 and will explore whether they were influential in how sure* and now* 
functioned in SPICE. 
4.3 Clause Position Results 
Having allocated a ‘clause position’ to each instance of the DMs in SPICE, the results 
indicate sure* appeared predominantly in the initial position. Additionally, instances of now* 
also featured predominantly in this position, however, this DM also exhibited a tendency to 
inhabit the final position as Table 2.3 indicates below: 
Table 2.3 
 The clause positions of sure* and now* in SPICE 
DM Sure* Now* 
Freq % Freq % 
Initial 169 84.5 491 73 
Medial 23 11.5 75 11 
Final 8 4 106 16 
Total 200 100 672 100 
 
Firstly, the statistic that 84.5% of the instances of sure* occurred in the initial position 
reaffirms the statement given by Joyce (1991) that sure* is a commonly found as a sentence 
opener in IrE discourse. However, Table 2.3 confirms that this DM is not regularly used in the 
final position. Thus, a disparity is evident between sure* and now* regarding this position as 
16% of instances of the latter were situated in the final slot compared to 4% of sure*. 
However, as it has been indicated in 4.2 that now* operates as a DM in both the interpersonal 
and textual mode, the idea that it features more prominently than sure* in the final position 
implies that clause position may have some bearing in how both DMs function. Consequently, 
I organized the clause positions of sure* and now* in relation to their occupation in SPICE.  
4.3.1 Clause position and function – now* 
 As Table 2.4 illustrates, the realisation of now* is influenced and illustrated by its position in 
the clause: 
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Table 2.4 
The clause positions of now* in SPICE concerning their function 
Clause 
Position 
Now* Textual Now* Interpersonal 
Freq % %CP Freq % %CP 
Initial 417 89 85 75 37 15 
Medial 47 10 63 28 14 37 
Final 5 1 5 100 49 95 
Total 469 100  203 100  
Firstly, concentrating on the initial position, now* displays a substantial contrast 
between now* performing textually compared to interpersonally. Table 2.4 displays that 89% 
of textual now* occurs in the initial position in comparison to 37% when now* functions in 
the interpersonal mode. Overall, 85% of now* when found in the initial position functioned 
textually in SPICE, two examples are given below: 
- <rep> Now* the principal problems with the results we 're going to see </rep> 
- <rep> Now* the last day we were discussing uh the application software </rep> 
These examples illustrate that now* can be used in the initial position to structure and 
organise the discourse. In the first example, the speaker indicates a partial shift in topic 
(function d) where he (male) is discussing the limitation of the results at hand. In addition, the 
speaker in the second example uses now* to re-highlight previously discussed information 
(function e) regarding ‘application software’. It can be reasoned that now* in this position is 
more likely to operate textually to organise discourse rather than effect interpersonal relations.  
The location with the greatest divide concerns now* in the final position, where 95% 
of instances of now* in the final position correspond to it functioning on the interpersonal 
mode, with only 5% in the textual domain. This is a difference of 90% meaning this result is 
perhaps the most important in confirming that clause position is an indicator of a DM’s 
realisation. Only 1% of now* in the textual mode is in the final position, which contrasts now* 
in the interpersonal mode, where it equates to 49% of all examples. Two samples of now* in 
the clause final position are provided 
- <rep> Ooh* this is definitely me now@* </rep> 
- <dir> Who 's that now@* </dir> 
The first example demonstrates now* acting as an emphasizer as a speaker reacts to an 
item of clothing given as a birthday present. ‘This is definitely me’ signals how the speaker 
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believes that this item of clothing suits her (female) and the use of now* emphasises how 
pleased she is. In addition, the use of now* in the second example displays how now* is used 
to soften a face threatening act as the speaker asks an addressee a direct question. The use of 
now* at the termination of the discourse makes the question seem less severe and it performs 
a hedging function. This sample is particularly similar to the reoccurring example given by 
Clancy and Vaughan (2012) of ‘How many Euros would that be now?’ 
4.3.2 Clause position and interpersonal function – sure* 
While Table 2.4 provided a clear indication that the realisation of now* can be signalled by its 
clause position, the results are less clear for sure* which befalls mainly in the interpersonal 
mode, so a comparative examination (as displayed in Table 2.4) would not illustrate how 
clause position would influence which function mode sure* accounted for. Therefore, Figure 
9 below illustrates how both roles of both DMs are influenced by clause position in the 
interpersonal mode: 
 
Figure 9. A graph depicting which interpersonal functions of sure* and now* in SPICE feature in 
different clause positions. 
Figure 9 illustrates that sure* in the initial position primarily serves to indicate 
agreement by the speaker with 58% of all instances performing this function, for example:  
- <rep>Aye* sure* it 's all the better </rep> 
Therefore, the results displayed in Figure 9 combined with the above example reaffirm 
the aforementioned notion that sure* in this position is primarily used to signal agreement. 
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The idea that its saliency in IrE is due to substratal transfer from Irish Gaelic is underscored 
by this result as it is prominently used to strengthen agreement by the speaker. This aspect is 
similar to the definition of cinnte in Irish Gaelic (MacMathúna & Ó Corráin, 2004) and 
underlines the argument by Hickey (2009) that speakers of Irish use DMs to mark assertions 
due to the fact that there is no direct yes/no response in Irish Gaelic. The above example 
displays how the speaker has used sure* in combination with aye* which is a colloquial IrE 
form of ‘yes’. In addition, regarding sure* in the medial and final position, once again the 
purpose of agreement is prevalent with 44% and 33% of instances serving this purpose 
respectively. This results infers that sure*, behaving as a marker of agreement, is prominent 
in IrE and is able to operate across the clause. However, the results from Figure 9 do display 
that other functions are more prone to being restricted to certain clausal environments. In the 
final position, the role which featured the most was sure* serving as a softener (43%). This 
performance occurred 19% in the initial position and only 6% in the medial position for now*, 
an example of this in the final position is provided below:  
- <dir> Could try it sure@* </dir> 
This example portrays sure* serving to hedge a suggestion which may threaten the 
negative face of the addressee. The proposition to ‘try something’ impedes on the negative 
face want of a speaker to have their actions unimpeded. The detail that it is in the final 
position corresponds with Clancy and Vaughan’s (2012) belief that DMs which inhabit  this 
position in the clause are similar to hedges. Therefore, it is understandable that instances of 
sure* which are in the final position would function to soften and save face proceeding an 
utterance which may destabilise the maintenance of face in discourse.  
4.3.3 Clause position and interpersonal function – now* 
Interestingly, the results of Figure 9 displays how these sure* and now* behave differently 
concerning where they are found in the clause.  Firstly, in the initial position now* mainly 
serves as an emphasizer (36%) but also as a softener (31%), an example of both styles is 
presented below: 
- <rep> Now* I-think* it 's a lovely wee chapel <,> you-know* with nice pews </rep> 
- <dir> Now* here don't use that knife Rosie@ </dir> 
In the first example, the speaker uses this DM to intensify their belief that the chapel is 
pleasant; now* also acts a focussing device as the speaker expressed a reaction to prior 
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discourse. Furthermore, the second example demonstrates how now* is used to soften the 
command for Rosie not to use the knife. While it is in Rosie’s best interest not to use the knife 
as it is potentially dangerous, the directive is a face threat to her negative face and the use of 
now* makes the command by the speaker less direct and therefore less threatening than 
‘Don’t use that knife Rosie’. Therefore, it can be established that now* acts differently than 
sure* in the initial position. Concerning the emphasizer role in this position, there is a 
difference of 28% (36:8) in occurrence between these DMs with now* being far more likely 
to be implemented by a speaker for this purpose. On the other hand, sure* is far more likely to 
be used in the initial position to signal agreement with a difference of 44% between sure* and 
now* (58:18). 
Interestingly, in the final position 43% of the instances of now* performed as a 
softener which is the exact same percentage level for instances of sure* in this environment. 
Additionally, the detail that now* prominently performs a softening function across all clause 
positions indicates that this is the primary occupation of now* in the interpersonal mode. 
Therefore, the assumption that final position DMs in IrE tend to perform in this manner of 
saving face can be made which underlines the notion that attention to face is a pertinent aspect 
of IrE pragmatics. An example of now* operating in this manner is provided below: 
- <dir> Well* you 'll have to let Donagh know how it went now@* </dir> 
In this example, the speaker directs the addressee to inform Donagh whether ‘it’ (a 
future party) was successful. As this threatens the negative face of the addressee in the sense 
that it impedes on their future actions, the speaker uses now* to hedge the command making it 
seem less forthright.   
4.4 Text Category Results 
This section will elaborate on which conversational environments sure* and now* appeared in 
SPICE and, particularly concerning now*, whether different it can be established that the TC 
these DMs feature in is indicative of their function. 
4.4.1 The results of Text Category – sure* 
As indicated in Table 2.5, the majority of instances of sure* in SPICE occur in Private 
Dialogue: 
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Table 2.5  
Occurrences of sure* in SPICE regarding Text Category 
TC Frequency % WC of 
Category 
Rel Freq per 
1,000 
Dialogue - Private 194 98.5 206,505 0.939 
Dialogue- Public 2 0.5 169,616 0.011 
Monologue - Unscripted 2 0.5 148,713 0.013 
Monologue - Scripted 2 0.5 101,763 0.019 
Total 200 100 626,597  
Using the WC of each TC, I established that sure* is likely to occur on 0.939 
occasions per 1,000 words in Private Dialogue, which is considerably more than the other 
TCs. Concerning individual conversational environments, 87.5% of instances befell in face-
to-face conversations, while the second largest environment that sure* featured in was 
telephone conversations, which accounted for 9.5% of the instances. Interestingly, if taking 
into account the WC of each domain (face-to-face had 186,266 words compared to telephone 
conversation’s 20,239) they both have very similar RelFreq per 1,000 words in SPICE (0.939 
and 0.938 respectively). This result reaffirms the belief of Aijmer (2013, p.43) that “Face-to-
face conversation represents a basic human activity characterised by the aim of the speakers 
to establish and maintain a close relationship.” Thus, it can be argued that sure* is somewhat 
restricted to informal environments because it mainly functions interpersonally. Therefore, 
for the purpose of brevity the remaining section of 4.4 will solely focus on now* where its 
multifunctionality nature is demonstrated with the fact it arose in contrastive TCs. 
4.4.2 The results of Text Category – now* 
The results for TC of both DMs were unalike as now* was recorded in a variety of discourse 
environments, as illustrated in Table 2.6: 
Table 2.6  
Occurrences of now* in SPICE regarding Text Category 
TC Freq. % WC of Category Rel Freq 
per 1,000 
Dialogue - Private 230 34 206,505 1.113 
Dialogue- Public 174 26 169,616 1.063 
Monologue - Unscripted 236 35 148,713 1.586 
Monologue - Scripted 32 5 101,763 0.314 
Total 672 100 626,597  
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Table 2.6 highlights that now* was prevalent in Unscripted Monologue (35%) but 
unlike the results of sure* with Private Dialogue, now* was not solely restricted to its primary 
domain. It was in this TC that the text files ‘Demonstrations’ and ‘Unscripted Speeches’ 
gained the highest RelFreq of now* with it likely to occur 2.424 and 2.495 times per 1,000 
words respectively. Regarding these environments it is understandable why now* would be 
prominent, as in Monologue it is crucial to structure and organise discourse as you are 
addressing an audience, such as in  cookery programmes (Demonstration text file) where the 
speaker is teaching an audience how to cook a certain food. Thus, it can be observed how the 
use of now* in these environments may function to mould the discourse to help the speaker’s 
message be interpreted. In the following example, the speaker uses now* to introduce a 
potentially new piece of information for the audience (horseradish), which is function (e) of 
Brinton’s framework. 
- <rep> Now* the other ingredient that you may not be familiar with here is fresh 
horseradish </rep> 
Moving on, the second most prevalent TC was Private Dialogue (34%). Table 2.7 
presents the multifunctionality of now* as it arises in several contrastive TCs. Considering 
Aijmer’s (2013) aforementioned comment that face-to-face conversation focuses on 
establishing rapport, it can be inferred that now* in this environment operates more so on the 
interpersonal mode than the textual. Thus, it is important to view whether the style of now* 
changes when speakers use it in different TCs. The results of this are provided in Table 2.7: 
Table 2.7 
The difference in Text Category distribution regarding the different functional modes of now* in 
SPICE 
TC Now* Textual Now* Interpersonal 
Freq % Rel Freq Freq % Rel Freq 
Private Dia. 81 17 0.392 149 73 0.721 
Public Dia. 148 32 0.872 26 13 0.153 
Unscripted Mono. 217 46 1.459 19 9 0.127 
Scripted Mono. 23 5 0.226 9 4 0.088 
Total 469 100  203 100  
 
Table 2.7 depicts that instances of now* in the interpersonal mode are much more 
likely to occur in Private Dialogue than in the textual mode. The RelFreq of interpersonal 
now* is 0.721 per 1,000 words, which is the third highest result in Table 2.8. In addition, this 
table illustrates that now* is far more likely to function in the textual mode in Public Dialogue 
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and Unscripted Monologue than interpersonally, with RelFreqs of 0.872 and 1.459 times per 
1,000 words respectively. As previously mentioned, the Unscripted Monologue environment 
contains text files such as ‘Demonstrations’, where it is necessary for speakers to use DMs on 
the textual mode to gain speaker’s attention or introduce new information. Concerning the 
Public Dialogue domain, it contains text files such as ‘classroom discussions’ and ‘legal 
cross-examinations’; two examples are provided below: 
- <rep> Now* there 's about three or four different  uh editions of Beowulf </rep> 
- <rep> Now* these show that the the plaintiff was in uh contact with a number of 
substances% </rep> 
These two examples demonstrate how now* performs to structure and organise the 
discourse. The first example displays how a teacher uses now* to introduce the detail that 
Beowulf had several editions whereas the second example is used by a solicitor/attorney to 
present a development to an argument in the court.  While Table 2.7 is beneficial in 
presenting how different functions of now* operate in varying conversational environments, it 
is also possible to explore how now*’s interpersonal functions change when in contrastive 
conversational environments. 
4.4.3 The results of Text Category and the interpersonal mode – now* 
The initial results which emerge from Figure 10 below concern a divide between the 
emphasizer and contrast function of now* in comparison to the softener and agreement 
function which appears to be restricted to Private Dialogue: 
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Figure 10.  An illustration depicting the difference in distribution now* regarding Text Category 
and Function. 
Firstly, for the emphasizer role of now*, the majority of the instances (65%) were 
indeed found in Private Dialogue. What is important, however, is that there is evidence to 
submit that now* can act to intensify an assertion in other conversational environments, an 
attribute which is particularly absent with the agreement function. The following example is 
found in a ‘Broadcast News’ text file which is part of the Unscripted Monologue TC: 
- <dec> Now* we totally condemn this uh attack </dec> 
This example illustrates how now* is used to emphasize the declaration of 
condemnation, reinforcing the speaker’s commitment to the assertion. Furthermore, while 
instances of now* in this TC (Unscripted Monologue) correspond to 14% of the data, this 
environment contains the highest RelFreq per 1,000 words than another TC. For example, 
Private Dialogue, which consists of 65% of instances of now* only has a RelFreq of 0.203 in 
comparison to that of Public Dialogue which is 0.530. Concerning the contrast aspect in 
SPICE, Figure 10 indicates that now* performs in this manner in a variety of TCs. It is most 
prevalent in Private Dialogue accounting for 63% of all instances and records the highest 
RelFreq of 0.082. In addition, the Unscripted Monologue TC also records 15% of instances of 
now* using this function. In the following example, the speaker initiates his response to an 
addressee with the use of now* to support his disagreement with what has just been said: 
-  <rep> Now* in many cases that 's not happening now </rep> 
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The variation in TC appearance which has been observed for the emphasizer and 
contrast role of now* was not discovered in the remaining two functions as the softener and 
agreement function in the interpersonal mode predominantly formed in Private Dialogue. As 
the softener role addresses the negative face of an interlocutor while the positive face of an 
addressee is maintained by the agreement function, it may shed light into why they are 
restricted to this conversational environment. It is arguable that attention to face is most 
important in an informal interactional domain; therefore the role of DMs in aptly named face-
to-face conversation it to selflessly pay attention to face rather than emphasize a personal 
opinion or imply a contrast 
4.5 Speech Act Results 
This section will present in which speech acts sure* and now* featured most frequently in 
SPICE and will argue why such findings arose. The initial results are displayed in Table 2.8 
below: 
Table 2.8  
An outline depicting in which speech acts sure* and now* occurred in SPICE. 
SA Freq % WC of SA Rel Freq 
Sure* Now* Sure* Now* Sure* Now* Sure* Now* 
<rep> 150 494 75 73.5 35,749 35,749 4.195 13.810 
<dir> 38 151 19 22 10,445 10,445 3.638 14.456 
<exp> 2 8 1 1 1,242 1,242 1.610 6.441 
<com> 3 5 1.5 1 684 684 4.385 7.309 
<xpa> 7 13 3.5 2 2,485 2,485 2.460 5.231 
<dec> 0 1 0 0.5 157 157 - 6.369 
Total 200 672 100 100     
Note. <xpa> speech act is defined as ‘not analysable at pragmatic level’ in User’s Guide (p.120) 
4.5.1 The initial results for speech acts 
As indicated in Table 2.8, the majority of the instances of sure* (75%) took place in <rep> 
(representative) speech acts, however, this result is somewhat misleading. After comparing 
the results with the number of speech acts in SPICE, it appears that sure* is most common per 
1,000 words in <com> (4.385) and now* in <dir> (14.456). This result illustrates the 
importance of normalising the data in the investigation as the raw data does not provide a 
truthful representation of where these DMs are most frequently found. An example of sure* 
featuring in a commisive speech act is provided below: 
- <com> Sure* we can get 1bAck to you% </com> 
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The context surrounding this example concerns the text file ‘Business Transactions’ in 
the TC Public Dialogue where an estate agent is showing potential houses to some clients. 
When one of the clients inquires about the availability of the house, the estate agent commits 
himself to ‘getting back’ to the client in the form of a telephone call. Sure* is used by the 
estate agent to soften a potential negative face threat as committing to contact the client 
impedes on their negative face wants.  
The speech act <dir>, which has the highest RelFreq regarding now* in SPICE, can 
also be viewed to perform a similar softening function in discourse; an example is provided 
below: 
- <dir> Where 'd you buy them now@* </dir> 
In this example, the speaker asks a direct question to an addressee concerning a pair of 
jeans. This threatens the negative face of the speaker as in this context the <dir> speech act 
forces them to answer a question. The use of now* in this context softens the face threat and 
makes the proposition seem less direct. 
4.5.2 The interpersonal functions and speech acts 
Interestingly, a link arose that in directive speech acts both sure* and now* often performed 
softening role in discourse. For this reason, I shall be only concentrating on this function 
regarding speech acts in this section. However, for Figure 11, I have included the 
aforementioned emphasizer role to illustrate the difference between the softener task and the 
other three functions regarding speech acts: 
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Figure 11.  An illustration displaying the variation in speech acts sure* and now* featured in 
concerning two interpersonal functions. 
Figure 11 highlights how prominent instances of sure* and now* were in directive 
speech acts when operating in the softener role. Overall, 68% of cases of sure* and 49% of 
the instances for now* functioning as a softener were in directives speech acts. This 
percentage level considerably lowered to 5% regarding directives when both these DMs 
performed an emphatic role in discourse. Another link established in Figure 11 is that when 
now* functioned as a softener in SPICE, 49% of the instances were in directives and the same 
percentage level (49%) was also recorded in representatives. However, despite this similarity, 
now* in the <dir> speech act has a RelFreq of 3.542, which was considerably more than now* 
in <rep> (1.034). This result maintains the view that when these DMs function as a softener in 
discourse they are most likely to appear in directive speech acts, two instances of this 
occurring in SPICE is provided below: 
- <dir> And were you 2thEre at twenty past seven now%@* </dir> 
- <dir> sure* give me back my soup then </dir> 
Both these examples exhibit the use of a DM to soften the potential threat to an 
addressee’s negative face. The first example is a direct question from the speaker asked when 
an addressee is asked to confirm whether they were that at 7.20 pm. The use of now* in this 
instance makes the question seem less direct. In addition, the use of sure* in the second 
example also hedges a request made by a speaker who wishes to have their soup returned to 
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them. This suggestion by the speaker directly threatens the addressee’s negative face as it 
imposes on their desire to have their actions impeded. Thus the use of sure* softens the 
imperative request. 
4.6 Gender Results 
This section will establish whether speakers of different gender use these DMs more 
frequently but also whether they are used for different functions in discourse.  The initial 
results are provided in Figure 12 below: 
 
Figure 12. An illustration depicting the percentage of speaker of each gender that used sure* and 
now* in SPICE. 
4.6.1 Gender results – sure* 
A finding outlined in Figure 12 regards how female speakers in SPICE used sure* more often 
than male speakers, with a ratio of 72:28. It has been established that sure* is an 
interpersonally functioning DM in SPICE and also that its primary function is to signal 
agreement in discourse. This detail confirms the notion mentioned earlier by Eckert and 
McConnell-Ginet (2013) that women are more cooperative speakers. Given the numbers of 
speakers from each gender in SPICE (see Appendix C), I was able to calculate that 27% of 
female speakers in SPICE used sure*, while only 8% of male speakers used this DM. 
4.6.2 Gender results – now* 
Regarding Figure 12, there was more correlation between speakers of both gender and the use 
of now*. Once again, females tended to use this DM more frequently than males in SPICE 
with a ratio of 54:46.  Taking into consideration the number of speakers of each gender listed 
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in Appendix C,  66% of female speakers in SPICE used now* in comparison to 44% of male 
speakers. While the initial results do indicate that females use this DM more often, it is 
important to establish whether speakers use now* for different functions. This idea is 
presented in Table 2.9 below: 
Table 2.9  
 How speakers of each gender use now* to function in SPICE. 
Now* Textual Interpersonal 
Freq % % of Gender Freq % % of Gender  
Female 214 46 59 148 73 41 
Male 255 54 82 55 27 18 
Total 469 100  203 100  
Concerning the textual mode, Table 2.9 indicates that males are more likely to use 
now* in this manner, with 54% of instances being used by male speakers. Furthermore, this 
result determines that 82% of male speakers using now* in SPICE use this DM to operate in 
the textual mode, compared to only 18% of instances which featured in the interpersonal 
mode. This infers that male speakers use now* to predominantly organise discourse, which 
reiterates the notion by Eckert and McConnell-Ginet (2013) that male speech is ‘competitive’. 
An example of this in action is provided below: 
- <rep> Now* I-mean* it 's just* that that uhm <,> you-know%* as I was saying% I 'll 
be away from <{> 
This example was found in the text file ‘Classroom Discussion’ which is in the Public 
Dialogue TC and was spoken by a male teacher. In this instance, the use of now* corresponds 
to function (c) in Brinton’s framework, serving to ‘hold the floor’ in conversation. Now* is 
used in combination with other DMs such as just* and you-know* to fill in any pauses and 
maintain his role of lecturer in the discourse. This use of now* illustrates how males may tend 
to use DMs in a ‘competitive’ manner. On the other hand, in the interpersonal mode of now*, 
73% of instances were used by a female speaker. This indicates that females may use now* to 
help cooperation between speakers. Consequently, it is vital to explore whether there is a 
disparity regarding gender and the use of DMs in the interpersonal mode. 
4.6.3 Gender results for sure* and now* in the interpersonal mode 
As Figure 13 indicates, there is a correlation between speakers of each gender and the manner 
in which they use sure*: 
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Figure 13. A graph displaying how speakers of each gender used sure* and now* in the 
interpersonal mode. 
The primary function for sure* from both genders is to signal agreement. As female speakers 
tend to use this function slightly more frequently than their male counterparts (57:51) it does 
underline, however, Tannen’s (1993) argument that female speakers in discourse prefer 
‘rapport’ to men. Additionally, as male speakers tended to use sure* more often to perform an 
emphatic function, it can confirm Eckert and Mc-Connell’s (2013) argument that male speech 
is more competitive.  
Concerning the results of now* in Figure 13, there was a prevalence regarding 
speakers of both gender using this DM as a softener in discourse, indicating that this is the 
primary function of now* in the interpersonal mode. However, variation according to gender 
for now* did occur via the roles of agreement and contrast. Females speakers used now* to 
signal agreement with greater frequency than males (22% compared to 7%). Interestingly, 
male speakers used now* to signal a contrast with a speaker more often than females in 
SPICE (22% compared to 10%). Thus, the contradictory manner in which speakers of each 
gender use now* reiterates the sentiment founded by Tannen (1993) that females seek rapport 
in discourse while males are competitive in discourse (Eckert and Mc-Connell-Ginet, 2013). 
Two examples regarding this notion are provided below: 
- <exp> Now* 1I don't agree with 1thAt% </exp> 
- <rep> Now* that would be good </rep> 
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The first example was spoken by a male in a Broadcast Interview in the TC Public 
Dialogue. He uses now* in this context to mark his disagreement with an assertion by a fellow 
speaker about the St Patrick’s Day parade.  On the other hand, the second example is used by 
a female speaker. Her reaction to the following discourse is once again initiated by now* but 
it serves to underline her agreement with a fellow speaker’s suggestion about a new type of 
spray-on tan. These examples provide evidence to construe that speakers of opposing gender 
use DMs differently. 
4.7 Province Results 
This section will outline the findings of the part of the investigation which aimed to inspect 
whether the use of sure* was more commonly used by speakers from the western provinces of 
Ireland (Connacht and Munster). 
4.7.1 Province – initial results 
Figure 14, which is provided below, indicates that the province of Munster is the area in 
which instances of sure* were most commonly used by speakers (36%): 
 
Figure 14.  A chart displaying the percentage of speakers from each province that used sure* in 
SPICE. 
Firstly, as established previously in Figure 2, Munster is a south-western province of 
Ireland where there are sizeable Gaeltacht areas (as displayed earlier in Figure 1) which 
reaffirms the notion that sure* is prominent due to the influence of Irish Gaelic. However, this 
belief is compromised by results of the other western province in Ireland well-known to 
contain Irish-speaking areas, Connacht. It scored the lowest percentage of speakers using 
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sure* in SPICE (20%), which is suprising considering how sure* is commonly viewed as a 
characteristic of western Ireland (Amador-Moreno, 2005).  However, as the second highest 
percentage of a province’s population using sure* was Leinster (25%) which is an eastern 
province in the ROI, the belief that sure* is prominent due to Irish Gaelic influence can still 
be maintained. 
4.7.2 Province results – interpersonal functions 
As it has been recognized that speakers from Munster, which is a prominent Gaeltacht zone, 
use sure* with the greatest frequency, it is vital to view how speakers from each province use 
sure* in order to confirm whether this DMs behaviour reflects the use of cinnte in Irish 
Gaelic. The result of this inquiry is presented in Figure 15: 
 
Figure 15.  A graph displaying how speakers from each province use sure* interpersonally. 
An interesting outcome which arises from Figure 15 is that speakers from Ulster are 
most likely to use sure* to signal agreement. The result is somewhat striking considering that 
Ulster is part of the United Kingdom and does not contain noteworthy Irish speaking areas. 
Thus, for its speakers to use sure* operating in the ‘traditional manner ‘of agreement as 
viewed by Hickey (2009), for example, is peculiar as speakers from this province are less 
likely to have been in contact with Irish Gaelic where cinnte behaves in the same manner in 
discourse. In addition, the western provinces of Ireland demonstrate that speakers use sure* 
more often to operate in a variety functions. For example, 22% of Munster instances 
corresponded to the contrast role and 23% of speakers from Connacht use sure* as an 
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emphasizer. It is possible to hypothesise that because sure* is a long standing feature in the 
discourse of these provinces, it is has acquired different uses. Conversely, speakers from 
Ulster use the traditional form of this DM, which they may have incorporated into their 
vocabulary via a western influence.  
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5. Conclusion and Discussion 
This chapter will provide answers to the research questions and an overview to the overall 
findings of the investigation, analysing how sure* and now* featured in SPICE and what 
factors were influential in facilitating their function in discourse.  
5.1.1 Research question 1: sure* 
Despite sure* being conventionally viewed as a prominent aspect of IrE discourse it was, as 
expected, the other DM - now* which accounted for the most instances in SPICE. As sure* 
appeared to be restricted to one functional mode, this consequence can explain why it 
occurred less frequently. However, the detail that sure* less prominent than now* does not 
suggest that this DM is not a salient element of IrE discourse as the research results did 
uphold many prior views of how sure* performs in IrE.  One view that was maintained by this 
inquiry is that sure* operates as an ‘opener’ (Joyce, 1991) in IrE discourse. Another 
connection which was supported concerns the behaviour of sure* in SPICE resembling the 
use of cinnte in Irish Gaelic, as an emphasizer and a marker of agreement. Thus, sure* 
featuring predominantly in the initial position reaffirms Hickey’s (2009) argument that the 
prominence of sure* in IrE discourse stems from a substratal transfer from Irish Gaelic, 
especially as it performs in a similar way to cinnte. In addition, the idea that because Irish 
Gaelic does not possess equivalent forms for yes/no responses and consequently uses inserts 
to strengthen assertions, the conduct of sure* performing in this manner in IrE also supports 
the view that its saliency has derived from Ireland’s native language.  Hence, it be can opined 
that the results concerning sure* in SPICE correspond to the expectations of this DM in 
hypothesis 1.  
5.1.2 Research question 1: now* 
Regarding the second DM of the investigation, the results of now* in SPICE not only 
illustrate now*’s prominence in IrE but also its multifunctionality. This underlines the 
anticipated results of now* in hypothesis 1. For example, over two thirds of the instances of 
now* in SPICE were in the textual mode, reciprocating how now* is traditionally viewed to 
function in discourse; to organise and control interaction. This view is supported by the fact 
that 22% of all occurrences of now* were classified as function (a) in Brinton’s (1996) 
framework, being used to commence discourse and gain the attention of the hearer. The 
textual behaviour of now* was also presented heavily in functions (d) and (e) in Brinton’s 
framework, which are to mark a boundary in discourse (d) and to highlight new/information 
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(e). However, an important result concerning now* in this analysis is that there is no 
overwhelming predominance for this DM to feature in one functional mode as exhibited by 
the results of sure*. While Defour (2008), using Standard English as a model, did initiate the 
sentiment that now* can operate in the interpersonal mode, she argued that it behaves as an 
emphasizer in discourse often to display a contrastive view. Conversely, it appears that now* 
in IrE performs differently in this mode. A pertinent result of this study is that now* acts as a 
softener in discourse to promote interlocutor relations rather than to signal disagreement 
(Defour, 2008).  Therefore, one expected function of now* hypothesis 1 (softener) was proved 
to be correct while the other (emphasizer) did not become established. Thus, the findings in 
SPICE correspond to the verdict of now* in IrE in Clancy and Vaughan’s (2012) research, 
found now* was found acting as a softener rather than an emphasizer. Consequently, this 
result highlights their aforementioned hypothesis that “now is more frequent in the informal, 
spoken Irish English in LCIE due to this additional pragmatic function” (Clancy & Vaughan, 
2012, p.235). 
 
5.2 Variables in SPICE 
The results of the investigation has discovered that both speaker role and structural aspects of 
discourse were of importance in facilitating the appearance and function of sure* and now* in 
SPICE which underlines the expectations of hypothesis 2. 
5.2.1 Clause Position 
The findings outlined in this inquiry confirm that the clause positions in which sure* and 
now* inhabit in SPICE are indicative to how the DMs operate in discourse. This is 
particularly true concerning now* where in the initial position it serves to perform the role of 
organising and structuring the discourse. It can be measured that a speaker uses a DM in the 
initial position to mark the upcoming discourse, thus it is understandable that it mainly 
performs in a textual manner, as it is important for an addressee to acknowledge that the 
future direction of the discourse may be changing or developing. Subsequently, when now* 
featured in the final position in the clause, it performed mostly (95%) in the interpersonal 
mode. Speakers use DMs in this position to influence how an addressee interprets the prior 
utterance. Now* often mitigated orders and requests in this position. Therefore the use of a 
DM not only detaches the speaker from the role of an instigator as suggested by Kallen 
(2005a) but also neutralizes the interpretation of the utterance by addressees. This 
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corresponds with the notion given by Clancy and Vaughan (2012) that DMs in this position 
act in the same manner as hedges, which also prominently arise in the clause-final area. 
Overall, the findings confirm the aforementioned view given by the pair that “[t]he syntactic 
position of now in the utterance can also be used an indicator of function” (Clancy & 
Vaughan, 2012, p.230). The results for sure* concerning this variable may not indicate to the 
same extent that sure* operates differently in various clause positions as now*, but it does re-
establish the traditional view that it is commonly found in the initial position in IrE discourse 
(Joyce, 1991). 
5.2.2 Text Category  
In addition, as sure* was also mostly found in Private Dialogue in text files such as face-to-
face conversations further underlines the observations of sure* in prior research as a prevalent 
aspect of informal IrE. It features habitually in this TC rather than other conversational 
environments because it predominantly acts interpersonally to monitor and maintain 
interlocutor relationships. As sure* does not possess a textual function, it is likely to be 
restricted to this interactional domain. On the other hand, the multifunctionality of now* is 
highlighted as the DM befalls in various conversational environments. The textual nature of 
now* is prevalent in Unscripted Monologue, where it there is an emphasis for a speaker when 
addressing an audience to control and structure the discourse. This aspect of now* changes 
when the situation changes to Private Dialogue where, like sure*, it predominantly performs 
interpersonally. Thus, the argument that speaker role is an important factor in the use of DMs 
in SPICE is accentuated. This is illustrated by the detail that sure* and now* function the 
same in similar TCs. Therefore, a speaker will use an interpersonal DM while speaking to a 
close friend but is more likely to utilize a textual mode DM when there is a disparity in 
speaker role such as teacher/student.  
5.2.3 Speaker’s Gender 
While the use of now* and sure* may be the nearly identical in the same conversational 
environment, a result from this study suggests that the speakers of each gender use these DMs 
differently. The disparity in use confirms the notion submitted by Eckert & McConnell-Ginet 
(2013) that females are ‘cooperative’ speakers in comparison to male speech which is 
‘competitive’. Overall, females used sure* and now* more frequently in SPICE. However, 
while both genders use sure* in comparable fashion, it appeared that males tended to use 
now* more frequently in the textual mode. One of the subdivisions in this mode given by 
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Brinton is function (c) namely ‘to serve as a filler or delaying tactic used to sustain discourse 
or hold the floor’ and was used predominantly by male speakers in SPICE. Therefore, it can 
be assessed that male speakers are combative with their application of DMs, using it to 
organise the upcoming discourse structure and also to ‘sustain’ their role as the speaker. This 
proposition is reinforced by how speakers of each gender use now* in the interpersonal mode, 
22% of instances of now* in this mode by male speakers signalled a contrast with a fellow 
speaker compared to only 10% regarding women in this environment. Thus, the opinion that 
males tend to disagree and compete more often in discourse is strengthened. On the other 
hand, the result that 22% female speakers use now* interpersonally to signal agreement is 
proportionality higher than the percentage of male speakers performing the same action (7%) 
which highlights the idea that women are cooperative and seek rapport more than men. 
5.2.4 Province 
Considering the geographical variable that was probed, the results do indicate that sure* is 
most common in the western province of Munster. Its prevalence can be attributed to the fact 
that this province contains prominent Irish-speaking areas, therefore the conception that 
sure*’s saliency is based upon substratal transfer is reinforced. However, one of the most 
unexpected results of the analysis concerns the finding that speakers from the other western 
province of Ireland, Connacht, used sure* the least overall, therefore the use of sure* in IrE 
may be attributed to have stemmed from specifically south-western Ireland (Munster) rather 
than just western.    
Therefore, considering sure* in SPICE regarding province, the results  partially 
confirms the expectation listed in hypothesis 2 that it would be mostly found in speakers from 
the west of Ireland. However, the disparity of results between Munster and Connacht 
complicate sanctioning this initial anticipation yet the argument that it is an element which 
derives from Irish-speaking areas can still be maintained. 
5.2.5 Speech Acts 
Finally, concerning the speech acts section of the study, an aim was to scrutinize in which 
speech acts the two DMs were found in and more importantly how they functioned in these 
environments. A salient finding regards the appearance of these DMs operating as a softening 
device in directive speech acts; 68% of instances of sure* performing the softener function 
involved a <dir> speech act as well as 49% of now*’s occurrences in this environment. 
Therefore, this finding regarding sure* opposes the expectations expressed in the speech act 
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section of hypothesis 2 where it was estimated to mostly feature in Expressives. However, the 
results of interpersonal now* adhered to how it was anticipated in hypothesis 2, to arise in 
Directives. The connection of this speech act which aims to get ‘someone to do something’ 
with a DM which serves to maintain face is particularly pertinent as it suggests that speakers 
of IrE display a preference to frequently mitigate requests and other potential face threatening 
acts. This detail corresponds to how the pragmatic profile of IrE has been previously 
established. Hence, it is important to view how the results of this investigation corresponded 
with the pragmatic profile of IrE outlined in Chapter 2. 
5.3 The Pragmatics of IrE in SPICE 
A vital result of this examination is that the findings provided by SPICE confirm that the use 
of these DMs is specific to IrE and its pragmatic profile. This observation sanctions 
Hypothesis 3 of research question 3 and justifies the motivation for undertaking this study. 
Overall, the use of sure* and now* by speakers in SPICE supports the stance listed in 
hypothesis 3 that IrE as a variety of English is characteristically indirect with a prevalence for 
negative politeness. This notion is highlighted with the datum that now* in IrE appears to 
have expanded from traditionally forming in the initial position to organise discourse to 
feature in the clause-final position as a hedging device to soften requests. Thus, the 
importance of negative politeness in IrE can be viewed to have changed this DM to conform 
its own pragmatic system.  
In addition, a noteworthy outcome of this analysis regards how speakers of IrE 
mitigate requests and orders which ensue in <dir> speech acts. This speech act by its own 
nature inherently threatens the negative face of an addressee to have ‘freedom of action’, but 
it also attacks what is perceived to be two central factors in IrE interaction: solidarity and 
hospitality (Clancy & Vaughan, 2012). As it was explained that Irish culture is based upon 
equality (Kallen 2005a), discourse that involves orders and requests is particularly undesirable 
and accordingly will be dulled. Therefore, there was a predominance of DMs found in 
Directives that performed as a softener, for example: 
- <dir> Sure* take 1dOwn some 1brEAd there% </dir>   
- <dir> When you 're ready now@* </dir> 
The first example, illustrates how negative politeness and hospitality combine in IrE 
discourse. The speaker, who hospitably infers that a fellow speaker should use some of her 
bread, uses sure* to adjust this (albeit kind) order as it is a potential negative face threat. 
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Furthermore, the second example demonstrates how now* performs the role of a hedge as the 
speaker softens the utterance which imposes on the addresses’ ‘freedom of action’. 
Consequently, it can be noticed that being polite in IrE is determined by being hospitable but 
also indirect, reiterating the notion presented by Kallen (2005a, p.130) that “high value is 
placed on negative politeness.” As now* does not seem to perform in this manner in other 
varieties of English, it appears that it conforms to what is pragmatically important in IrE. This 
detail underlines the outlook presented by Clancy and Vaughan (2012, p.41) that “Irish 
English speakers may feel an obligation to hedge in situations where British or American 
speakers do not.”  
However, while IrE discourse is distinctively based upon negative politeness, some 
instances of sure* in SPICE also demonstrated how speakers use this DM to adhere to an 
addressee’s positive face. This assessment is founded upon the fact that the primary function 
of this DM was to signal agreement. By signalling agreement, it promotes optimism and also 
implies that the speaker is avoiding disagreement, which is a method of positive politeness. 
The result of this is that the positive face is reinforced by the use of sure* in this manner, as 
the speaker’s self-image is affirmative and they are felt to be desirable.  Hence, this use of 
sure* in SPICE underlines another key factor in IrE discourse given by Clancy and Vaughan 
(2012): reciprocity. Speakers of IrE seem to practice this custom in discourse by using DMs 
to exchange agreement, paying attention to the face needs of speakers for example: 
- <rep> Sure* you know the craic yourself@ </rep> 
The use of sure* by the speaker founds agreement amongst the pair. In addition, the 
comment ‘you know the craic yourself’ also demonstrates how reciprocity is valued in IrE 
discourse as the speaker established a shared view.  
5.4 Summary 
To conclude, this inquiry has inspected how sure* and now* feature in IrE using the SPICE 
corpus. It has been established that sure* frequently occurs in non-formal conversation and 
performs to address the face needs of speakers, functioning in the interpersonal mode. In 
addition, the results of now* illustrate that while it may be primarily be a DM in the textual 
mode, it has, as suggested by Clancy and Vaughan (2012), developed in IrE discourse to 
perform in a similar way to sure* in the interpersonal mode. It can be argued that the 
behaviour of these DMs in SPICE has been directly affected by the pragmatic nature of IrE, 
which makes them salient aspects of its discourse. Prior to the exploration it was specified 
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that “the structure of Irish face needs can be characterized by an orientation of hospitality, 
reciprocity and indirectness” (Clancy & Vaughan, 2012, p.240). The results observed confirm 
this interpretation as now*’s primary function on the interpersonal mode is to soften face 
threats thus being both indirect and hospitable. Meanwhile, sure* promotes reciprocity 
predominantly conducting to underline mutual agreement in conversation. Therefore, while 
these DMs may be noticeably marked in IrE discourse their saliency is due to their roles 
fitting in with what is pragmatically important in IrE and Irish culture. 
5.5 Shortcomings and future horizons  
While this investigation was based upon a spoken corpus, a possible shortcoming of this 
approach was that I was unable to physically hear the data which I used. My interpretation 
was based upon reading transcriptions of spoken discourse, which may have led to potential 
errors in determining the how the DMs were being used. Perhaps a combination of both 
(transcription and audio files) would be the most suitable format in which to conduct this type 
of analysis. However, it can be argued that the design of SPICE attempts to solve this issue. 
As SPICE is pragmatically marked it is possible to further this inquiry by inspecting the role 
of intonation in the use of DMs. It appears that the addition of prosodic annotations within 
this corpus renders such an assessment possible. Indeed, Kirk and Kallen (2012, p.36) 
mention “[i]n SPICE-Ireland, the annotation system is aimed specifically for linguists 
interested in the inter-relationships of prosody, syntax, and pragmatics.”  Thus, it may be 
possible to extend this study by looking into how sure* and now* operate concerning pitch. It 
has been viewed that rising intonation is indicative of emotional interest and involvment, 
while a falling pitch suggests resolution or control (Ladd, 1996).  Therefore, it is conceivable 
that there will be a difference between textual and interpersonal DMs. A potential drawback 
of this option is that only 102 text files of 300 in SPICE are prosodically annotated, therefore 
not every instance of the DMs in the analysis featured an intonational transcription. 
Nonetheless, it may be possible to conduct a microcosm of this exploration by only looking 
into the texts in SPICE which are prosodically annotated.  
Another aspect that is worth probing is a speaker’s age with the use of sure* and 
now*. It was one of the variables listed by Barron and Schneider (2005) in 2.6.5 but the 
prevalence of speakers’ age being listed as NAG in the User’s Guide (2012) coupled with a 
lack of speakers under the age of 18 rendered the decision not to include this variable in the 
research. However, for future assessment it would be interesting to view how speakers of 
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different ages use DMs in IrE considering the prominent role of politeness found in this 
investigation. The sentiment is echoed by Andersen (2001, p.13) who states: 
it is of great interest to find out to what extent teenagers are concerned with hedging 
and modifying their statements in order to avoid the risk of sounding too assertive, 
abrupt or direct, whether they are interactionally cooperative, whether they are 
concerned with face-saving and face-threat-mitigation, and so on. 
Finally, to develop this inquiry it may be worthwhile comparing a third DM in SPICE 
to view how it functions in discourse and whether the results reflects the findings of sure* and 
now*. Perhaps other DMs in IrE perform in the same manner as found with now*, 
demonstrating an ability to function textually but also contain the ability to operate 
interpersonally, adhering to the pragmatic profile of IrE. Furthermore, it may be worth 
comparing the behaviour of sure* and now* in the spoken section of ICE-GB to establish 
whether the results found in this analysis are specific to IrE. Lastly, it may be valuable to 
examine the function of now* using the A corpus of Irish English used by Østebøvik (2010) 
for sure*. As this is a historical corpus it would be interesting to explore whether the 
interpersonal behaviour now* exhibited in SPICE has developed over the past few centuries 
or is a relatively recent occurrence.  
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Appendix A 
SPICE-Ireland <CAT> files with word counts based on ICE-Ireland  (p.9 User’s Guide) 
Text category CAT  
code 
Text id numbers Word Count 
NI ROI IRL 
Broadcast discussion BRD P1B-021 to P1B-040 21480 20976 42,456 
Broadcast interview BRI P1B-041 to P1B-050 10397 10404 20,801 
Broadcast news BRN P2B-001 to P2B-020 20294 20183 40,477 
Broadcast talks BRT P2B-021 to P2B-040 20207 20657 40,864 
Business 
transactions 
BUT P1B-071 to P1B-080 10347 10789 21,136 
Classroom 
discussion 
CLD P1B-001 to P1B-020 21573 21434 43,007 
Demonstrations DEM P2A-051 to P2A-060 11159 10884 22,043 
Face to face 
conversation 
FTF P1A-001 to P1A-090 91929 94337 186,266 
Legal cross-
examinations 
LEC P1B-061 to P1B-070 9877 10023 19,900 
Legal presentations LEP P2A-061 to P2A-070 10658 10405 21,063 
Parliamentary debate PAD P1B-051 to P1B-060 11169 11147 22,316 
Scripted speeches SCS P2B-041 to P2B-050 10648 9774 20,422 
Spontaneous 
commentary 
SPC P2A-001 to P2A-020 21979 20936 42,915 
Telephone 
conversation 
TEC P1A-091 to P1A-100 10157 10082 20,239 
Unscripted speeches UNS P2A-021 to P2A-050 30414 32278 62,692 
Total SPICE-Ireland word count 312288 314309 626597 
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Appendix B:  
Distribution of speech act annotation per text type (n.) (p.100 User’s Guide) 
 rep dir com exp dec K icu soc xpa Total 
BRD 834 271 13 39 4 0 41 0 45 1247 
 835 226 12 51 1 0 52 1 48 1226 
BRI 433 106 5 15 0 0 14 1 5 579 
 527 112 4 14 2 0 35 19 31 744 
BRN 1020 55 7 18 3 0 6 8 3 1120 
 973 33 7 11 1 0 2 12 2 1041 
BRT 968 49 3 36 0 0 3 4 9 1072 
 778 17 5 32 1 0 3 4 11 851 
BUT 580 223 31 29 5 0 209 2 73 1152 
 583 208 30 36 0 2 139 16 67 1081 
CLD 995 409 22 17 1 0 187 9 135 1775 
 983 432 27 51 0 0 183 0 95 1771 
DEM 324 471 14 7 0 0 21 1 26 864 
 351 380 4 7 0 0 22 4 1 769 
FTF 7430 2732 138 230 1 11 1088 25 757 12412 
 8096 3116 116 286 4 24 1057 1 758 13458 
LEC 384 246 3 15 10 0 27 0 51 736 
 275 131 6 23 2 0 13 1 31 482 
LEP 355 51 5 7 3 1 23 0 29 474 
 331 23 10 22 0 0 0 0 0 386 
PAD 374 67 20 66 5 3 1 0 13 549 
 286 120 23 28 5 0 2 0 43 507 
SCS 391 53 18 25 2 0 0 0 1 490 
 401 32 50 19 3 2 3 0 5 515 
SPC 1642 67 3 12 1 0 6 4 45 1780 
 1386 41 1 12 0 0 5 1 22 1468 
TEC 773 258 18 45 0 1 270 29 77 1471 
 782 223 19 50 0 0 183 13 46 1316 
UNS 1303 70 10 23 2 0 84 0 6 1498 
 1348 223 60 16 1 0 78 4 51 1781 
Total 17806 5128 310 584 37 11 1980 83 1275 27214 
 17943 5317 374 658 20 24 1775 76 1211 27398 
Gran
d 
Total 
35749 10445 684 1242 57 3705 35 160 2485 54612 
(%) (65.4) (19.1) (1.2) (2.3) (0.1) (6.8) (0.2) (0.3) (4.6) (100) 
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Appendix C 
Overall Speaker Totals for SPICE 
Area Speakers 
NI 656 
ROI 592 
SPICE 1248 
 
Speaker Totals for Gender 
Gender  SPICE freq % 
Female 528 42 
Male 710 57 
NAG 9 1 
Total 1248 100 
 
Speaker Total for province 
Province Freq % 
Ulster 401 51 
Connacht 65 8 
Leinster 135 17 
Munster 189 24 
NAG 458  
Total 790 100 
 
 
 
 
